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Deputy says government altered Ukraine joins Partnership for Peace
C1TY, N.J. - U k r a i n e uled to sign later this week.
language in disarmament packagejoinedJERSEY
Although the former Warsaw Pact
NATO's new Partnership for
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyyiv Press Bureau

KYYiv - A Ukrainian Parliament
deputy has accused the government of
altering critical language in the nuclear
disarmament package it approved.
Deputy Serhiy Holovaty, who during
floor deba:e on February 3 proposed an
amendment to the Parliament's ratifica–
tion of START 1 that was voted into the
language of the bill, said on February 8
that ratification may no longer be valid.
He said the published version omits key
words that explain how implementation
of Ukraine's nuclear disarmament should
proceed.
The wording released by the
Parliament after its approval states that

Peace Program on Tuesday, February 8,
becoming the first member of the
Commonwealth of independent States to
do so.
Foreign Minister Anatoliy Zlenko
signed the document formalizing mem–
bership in the plan at NATO headquar–
ters in Brussels, calling it a "reasonable
and pragmatic alternative to partial and
selective NATO enlargement."
"We strongly appreciate the open
nature of the ... program and the absence
of any intentions to draw new dividing
lines in Europe," Mr. Zlenko told the
Associated Press in Brussels.
"1 think that Ukraine's joining
Partnership for Peace will strengthen our
international prestige and give us addi–
(Continued on page 3)
tional national security guarantees," said
Anton Buteyko, President Leonid
Kravchuk's chief foreign policy adviser.
President Kravchuk told the Ukrainian
Parliament that "an important step has
been made in building a European securi–
about the prospects for Ukraine's accession
ty system, in bringing together Eastern
to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
and Western Europe.
(NPT) and the effect of START 1 ratifica–
"Ukraine's signature in the Partnership
tion without accession to the NPT. 'The
for Peace Plan will not in any way affect
Ukrainian Rada (Parliament! has now rati–
fied the START 1 treaty without conditions. our relations with Russia. Russia itself
will have to join...When we will all have
This is an immensely positive and impor–
tant step in its own right...encouraging as signed, then there will be real mutual
interaction
of all countries."
regards the prospects for NPT accession,"
Ukraine became the sixth nation to
replied Ambassador Talbott.
join the Partnership for Peace, Hungary
Mr. Talbott stated that he believes the
also became a member on February 8.
Ukrainian Parliament, under President
They were preceded by Poland,
Leonid Kravchuk's influence, will
Lithuania, Estonia and Romania.
approve NPT either in the current session
or after March parliamentary elections. Slovakia and Bulgaria were also sched–
Consequently, Ukraine will become
totally "denuclearized."
When asked by Sen. Pell whether the
trilateral accord signed by the presidents of
Russia, Ukraine and the United States is a
treaty that must be submitted to the Senate
for approval, Ambassador Talbott replied:
by Khristina Lew
"The agreement is not a treaty between the
United States and these countries...the
NEW YORK - Today, 240 E. 49th
United States has used its good offices...to
St. is still considered a unique property
help midwife an agreement between
— not only is it the only brownstone in
Russia and Ukraine. Naturally if there
Turtle Bay Gardens Historic District to
were any provisions in this agreement that
have a walled-off backyard with the
obligated the United States to take on new
original laundry hooks still in place, but
security responsibilities...it would be sub–
it is home to Ukraine's first Consulate
mitted to the Senate. But there are no such
General in New York.
obligations in the accord."
The purchase of the Si.2 million
This statement seemed to contradict
brownstone dating back to the 1860s is
Mr. Talbott's earlier remarks in which he
a triumph for Ukraine. Within walking
said Ukraine, as a part of this trilateral
distance of the United Nations, the
accord, was to get "security assurances."
Consulate General is in the heart of
it was not clear from his testimony
diplomatic row. Turtle Bay Gardens,
whether these security assurances were
home of actress Katharine Hepburn and
assurances given by Russia solely, or by
Broadway
composer
Stephen
the United States and Russia jointly. He
Sondheim, is the largest of three com–
did, however, mention that Presidents
mon
gardens
in
Manhattan
and
is regis–
Kravchuk and Yeltsin had exchanged
tered with the Landmarks Preservation
confidential information during their
Commission. Ukraine is the first and
meeting on the trilateral accord.
only country ever to have a diplomatic
(Continued on page 5)
clause two of the document "charges the
government of Ukraine with working to
accomplish the exchange of ratification
instruments of the START 1 treaty and
with establishing specific international
agreements that emerge from the provisos
of the decision of the Supreme Council."
Thus, the document appears to provide
for two concurrent actions: the implemen–
tation of START 1 and the conclusion of
international agreements that address the
Parliament's reservations about that treaty.
Mr. Holovaty said the intention of his
amendment was to secure international
agreements before beginning a move
toward denuclearization. He said Ukraine
must first have international guarantees

Senate committee OKs Talbott
WASHINGTON
(UNAW)
Ambassador-At-Large Strobe Talbott,
Presiden; Bill Clinton's choice for
deputy secretary of state, appeared before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on February 8. He faced questioning on a
range of foreign policy issues.
The committee approved Mr. Talbott's
nomination on February 9 by a vote of 171. The full Senate is expected to confirm
the nomination by the end of the week.
Many questions from committee mem–
bers focused on issues unrelated to Russia,
the ambassador's area of expertise. These
included inquiries about the bloody weekend massacre in Sarajevo and U.S. policy
towards Bosnia. The senators also ques–
tioned the nominee's controversial writ–
ings on israel. During his testimony, Mr.
Talbott stressed that despite his impending
expanded duties, he intended to remain
the primary adviser on matters involving
Russia, Ukraine and the other countries of
the former Soviet Union.
in his opening remarks, Ambassador
Talbott said he will be formulating policy
on the new "post-Cold War mission" for
NATO and, in general, overseeing policy
for the entire region of the former Soviet
Union. "1 feel 1 know the area, 1 know
their history..," said Ambassador Talbott.
He said he is encouraged by the flexible
"mechanism" that the Partnership for
Peace provides for non-NATO member
countries since it can "evolve into maxi–
mum inclusiveness," perhaps eventually
including Russia.
He also stressed his involvement in
ensuring nuclear non-proliferation.
Specifically he noted his recent success
with Ukraine, calling the Ukrainian
Parliament's ratification of the trilateral
accord among Ukraine, Russia and the
United States a "welcome development."
Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.l.), chairman
of the ccmmittee, asked the ambassador

states see the agreement as a prelude to
full membership in the 16-nation
Western alliance, Mr. Zlenko told NATO
ambassadors that accepting more full
members now would only weaken securi–
ty in Europe, "it would by no means
strengthen security in Europe, but on the
contrary, might throw the situation off
balance," he said.
Ukraine's decision to join is part of a
warming in relations with the West after
President Kravchuk's renewed commit–
ment to eliminate his country's nuclear
(Continued on page 17)

EU seeks ties
with Ukraine
JERSEY C1TY, N.J.—The European
Union has expressed a desire for closer
ties with Ukraine, aiming to finalize an
agreement of partnership and coopera–
tion before the March 27 parliamentary
elections, an EU official said on
February 7 in Brussels.
However, the EU expressed concern
over Ukraine's collapsing economy and
its languor in acceding to the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty. EU foreign
ministers supported the principle of
revising the European Commission's
negotiating mandate for an agreement
with Ukraine, which would give Ukraine
more generous trade.
(Continued on page 17)

Renovated historic site houses
Ukraine's Consulate General
representation in Turtle Bay Gardens,
and for its good fortune it has the
Ukrainian American community,
which funded the entire purchase and
renovation of the building, to thank.
The four-story building was targeted
as a possible site for the Consulate
General in November 1992. For six
months, through May 1993, the proper–
ty was rented with an option to purchase by the Consulate General for
SlO,OOO a month. With Ukraine's
option to purchase expiring on May 27,
the Foundation in Support of
Diplomatic Missions of Ukraine, which
to date has donated over 8800,000 for
closing costs and renovations of the
Consulate General, did not have enough
money to purchase the building. Neither
did the Ukrainian government.
John Hynansky, president of the
(Continued on page 4)
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IN THE PRESS

Re: Clinton's
Following are excerpts of an op-ed
article published in the January 26 issue
of The Wall Street Journal, its author is
Paul A. Gohle, formerly
the State
Department's special adviser for Soviet
nationality problems and Baltic affairs,
and now a senior associate
at the
Carnegie Endowment for
international
Peace.
... Much attention will be focused on
last night's State of the Union message,
with e m p h a s i s no doubt falling on
domestic issues — President Clinton's
favorites. But the president's foreign
agenda should not be forgotten. His concessions to Russian sensibilities at his
meetings in Brussels and Moscow earlier
this month threaten to strengthen rather
than reduce the division of Europe and to
lead to a regime in Russia that could
ignite a new cold war.
... Russian claims of a right to inter–
vene in former Soviet "space" represent,
as it were, a revival of the Brezhnev
Doctrine, the notion that the Soviet state
had the right to intervene in any socialist
country to defend the status quo. These
days, virtually everyone recognizes that
this doctrine was harmful not only for
Eastern Europe but for the Soviet Union
as well. Yet similarities in the current
scenario have not been understood by
President Clinton or his advisers.
instead, Mr. Clinton, Strobe Talbott (the
president's nominee for deputy secretary
of state and currently a State Department

Russocentrism
special adviser), and the U.S. ambassador
in Moscow, Thomas Pickering, have char–
acterized Russian military involvement in
these countries as "stabilizing." This even
when Russian force has been used to seize
territory or overthrow governments.
Moreover, they have failed to respond to
Russian Foreign Minister Andrei
Kozyrev's demands that Russia has the
right to send "peacekeepers" into all for–
mer Soviet republics and that the interna–
tional community pay for this. Mr.
Kozyrev, incidentally, made this claim not
only in a private meeting that the Russian
government has denied — to the relief of
Washington — but in a January 14 article
in the Russian army newspaper.
... Russian pressure on the 14 new
countries is already creating a disaster:
First, it is undermining the legitimacy of
these governments in the eyes of their
own populations, thus reducing still fur–
ther their ability to manage the difficult
transitions we are urging on them.
Second, it is leading to the birth of antiRussian nationalism among these popula–
tions. When the Soviet Union collapsed,
there were virtually no physical attacks
on Russians. Now, there are likely to be,
which will make Russian military inter–
vention more likely, not less. Our failure
to oppose Russian military intervention
absolutely is reducing our influence in
many of these countries because their
populations increasingly view us as
assisting the Russian reconquest...

FOR THE RECORD: Statement
on U.S.-Ukraine economic talks
Below is the text of the joint statemen t on U.S.-Ukraine
Bilateral
Economic Talks, January 24-30.
1. On January 24-30, 1994, a high
level delegation headed by Ukrainian
Minister of Economy Roman Shpek,
visited the United States. The delega–
tion followed up on the m e e t i n g
b e t w e e n President Kravchuk and
President Clinton in Kyyiv on January
12, 1994, and their intention to move
the focus of our relationship from
nuclear weapons issues to the develop–
ment of c o m p r e h e n s i v e e c o n o m i c
cooperation.
2. The Ukrainian delegation met
with senior officials at the White
H o u s e , D e p a r t m e n t s of State,
T r e a s u r y , Defense, C o m m e r c e ,
Energy, Agriculture and the Office of
the U.S. Trade Representative and
other agencies of the U.S. government,
including the Agency for international
Development, the Federal Reserve
Bank, the Export-import Bank, the
Overseas
Private
investment
Corporation, the Council of Economic
Advisors and the Trade Development
Agency. On January 27, the delegation
met with leaders of the U.S. Senate
and House of Representatives and with
the American business community.
3. The Ukrainian d e l e g a t i o n
informed U.S. officials of the steps
being taken to address Ukraine's eco–
nomic problems and of the commit–
ment at the highest levels of the
Ukrainian government to proceed with
market-oriented reforms. The U.S.
side noted with concern Ukraine's
serious economic situation and wel–
comed actions by the Ukrainian
authorities to overcome the economic
crisis through efforts to curb inflation

and to liberalize and stabilize the
e c o n o m y . The U.S. e x p r e s s e d its
readiness to render to Ukraine urgently
the assistance discussed in this docu–
ment.
4. A major focus of the delegation's
meetings was to expand bilateral eco–
nomic and commercial cooperation.
Both sides agreed on a number of gov–
ernmental initiatives to promote trade,
including the extension of G S P to
Ukraine, U.S. support, including tech–
nical assistance, for Ukraine's eventu–
al admission to the GATT, and U.S.
assistance in creating a national export
control regime in Ukraine. The two
sides also completed negotiations on a
treaty for the avoidance of double tax–
ation and continued negotiations on a
treaty on bilateral investment.
5. Both sides will focus on mutually
agreed priority sectors to promote
direct i n v e s t m e n t and on steps to
increase the access of each to the
o t h e r ' s markets and to integrate
Ukraine into the international econom–
ic s y s t e m . They w e l c o m e d the
stepped-up commercial promotion
activities of the U . S . and Foreign
Commercial Service and the Ukraine
Trade Representative, the formation of
U.S.-Ukraine Business Council^ and
the activities of the Special American
Business intern Training Program
(SAB1T) and the Business information
Center for the Newly independent
States (B1SN1S). The two sides agreed
to establish a Joint Commission on
Trade and investment and they devel–
oped terms of reference for this
Commission which will be signed in
March 1994. As a priority, the cornmission will draft an action plan for
(Continued on page 13)

U.K. OK with START ratification
LONDON - The British government
announced its support for Ukraine's deci–
sion to ratify START 1 on February 4,
issuing a statement saying that this would
result in broader relations between the two
countries. The Foreign Office's statement
congratulated the Ukrainian Parliament
for "the overwhelming support it showed
for the agreement which... gives an impor–
tant renewed impetus to the process of
nuclear arms reduction," and that its move
will "enhance U k r a i n e ' s standing in
European cooperation." it also encour–
aged the legislative body to ratify the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
as soon as possible. (Reuters)
Hostage incident highlights fuel shortage
KYYiv — it seems that even hostage
takers are affected by the energy shortage
in U k r a i n e , in S u k h o d o l s k e , near
L u h a n s k e , ihor Chichkin took three
hostages at the Teremok kindergarten
(two boys age 3 and 4 and an employee)
on February 5. Armed with what a
Ukrainian television report said was "a
crude home-made grenade," the 33-yearold miner demanded that a driver and a
doctor take him and the hostages to an
airport in Russia.
Having crossed the border, the ambu–
lance sped off to Rostov-on-Don (100
miles east of Luhanske), intending to fly
on to Minsk, London and then the U.S.
Ukrainian interior Ministry officials said
Mr. Chichkin chose his bizarre itinerary
because he knew there would be no avia–
tion fuel in eastern Ukraine. Gen. vasyl
Solovey told reporters in Rostov: "it is
understandable that he crossed the bor–
der. The airport at Luhanske has been
closed because of our energy crisis." Mr.
Chichkin was subdued as he boarded the
airplarie. (Reuters)
Crime increases in military
KYYiv Ukrainian General
Prosecutor vasyl Datsiuk, in a statement
delivered at an open departmental meeting,
revealed that crime is on the rise within his
country's armed forces. According to Mr.
Datsiuk's statistics, murders and other vio–
lent crimes in the military services have
increased by over 300 percent. Thefts of
three machine guns, 39 automatic rifles,
157 pistols anc 963 grenades have been
reported. (Respublika)
1BRD supports Odessa's health system
ODESSA - On February 3, the
international Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, the major arm of the World
Bank, issued a S35 million grant for the
development of medical facilities in Odessa
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and its oblast. Officials from the bank
toured hospitals and clinics of the area, par–
ticularly in the Bilhorod-Dnistrovske dis–
trict, in order to study working conditions
and determine which institutions would
receive the aid. (Respublika)
Deputy Kalynets sued for libel
KYYiv — iryna Kalynets, parliamen–
tary deputy from Lviv, on a campaign to
ban a children's book on sexuality, was
hauled into court and slapped with a fine
of about S400 for slandering Zenon
Kotyk, a local prosecutor. Mr. Kotyk had
refused to act on Ms. Kalynets' assertion
that the book "Where Did 1 Come From?"
was pornographic and should be taken
from the shelves. She told local newspa–
pers: "if the authorities do not want to do
this, then why don't Zenon Kotyk and his
wife undress in front of children and
show them how it's done?" According to
local journalists, Judge Svitlana Boiko
agreed on February 4 that this statement
was defamatory, imposed the fine and
said that an apology was in order. Ms.
Kalynets did not appeal. (Reuters)
it's the pits in Donetske
D O N E T S K E - T h e miners of the
Donbas region are again threatening to
strike, protesting a delay in getting their
paychecks. During a meeting of directors
of coal associations on February 8, the
leaders said they were ready to ask the
Ukrainian government for wage subsidies.
One form of protest includes the min–
ers' refusal to deliver coal to its customers
until they receive their full salaries.
According to the State Committee for
Coal Manufacturing, there are no coal
associations in Ukraine today that have
paid their workers in full and on time.
(interfax-Ukraine)
C1S meeting postponed
MOSCOW—A meeting of heads of
government of the C1S states, originally set
for mid-March, has been postponed,
according to 1TAR-TASS. Russian Prime
Minister viktor Chernomyrdin-and O S
Executive Secretary ivan Korotchenia said
more preparatory work is needed on vari–
ous economic issues before the heads of
state could meet. (RFE7RL Daily Report)
Russia curtails gas to Ukraine
MOSCOW—The Russian gas compa–
ny, Gazprom, reduced gas supplies to
Ukraine on February 3 because of Kyyiv's
failure to pay its debt, interfax reported
recently. According to Gazprom, Ukraine's
debt to Russia is over 1 trillion rubles. The
Russian state committee wants the matter
(Continued on page 19)
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ELECTlON '94: A sampling of the electorate's mood in Odessa
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyyiv Press Bureau
On March 27 the people of Ukraine will go to the
polls to vote for a new Ukrainian Parliament, it will be
the first democratic election of the Supreme Council
(verkhovna Rada) since Ukraine declared independence
in August 1991.
in the weeks leading up to this historic event. The
Weekly's Kyyiv bureau is traveling to several cities in
Ukraine to ask people their general viewpoint regarding
the existing Parliament - and what they think a new one
should look like.
To get a taste of diverse public opinion, we are solicit–
ing the ideas of local leaders as well as the citizenry. We
are attempting to travel to the major regions of Ukraine,
visiting large cities, smaller towns and villages.
This is the second installment in a series that will
appear in The Weekly periodically through election day.
Previously, we visited the Lviv and Ternopil regions, in
early February we visited Odessa and environs.
ODESSA - When you ask Odessans about the
upcoming elections to Ukraine's Parliament, inevitably
they first must tell you that they carry more feelings for
Odessa than for Ukraine or Russia.
But as in the Lviv7Ternopil region, they agreed that
the current Parliament has got to go. Many here fear that
the Communist Party, which remains strong in this city,
could return to power. Like western Ukrainians, most
agreed that a professional Parliament compromising
economists and attorneys is needed.
For the most part, the inhabitants of this city of 1.1
million are better off than other regions of Ukraine. The
prosperity is evident in the multitude of privately owned
restaurants, bars, electronic stores, most of which are not
foreign-owned. A vibrancy more evident than in most of
Ukraine can be felt in this city on the Black Sea.
Odessans we asked all agreed that their independent
nature is a result of the city's position as a leading port
of Ukraine and before that of the Soviet Union and
tsarist Russia. Only St. Petersburg in Russia has histori–
cally challenged Odessa in the volume of goods that
flow through its port. Odessa often has been compared
to the European free port of Rotterdam in the
Netherlands and to Gdansk in Poland.
Historically, the city also has contained a mixture of
ethnic groups, including Ukrainians, Russians, Germans,
Jews and Bulgarians. The Ukrainian population of this
city peaked at 41 percent in 1959. in 1926, only 17.6 per–
cent of the city was Ukrainian. Today the city is over–
whelmingly Russian with large Jewish and Ukrainian
minorities.
Constantin Rempert, 23, a bartender, said, "1 think of
myself as an Odessan, not a Ukrainian or a Russian. І
was taught to be a Soviet man and that got me
nowhere." He said the system has not changed and foresees little change occurring in a new Parliament.
"Things will stay the same until a new generation that
does not think like a Soviet is raised," he said.
The Communist Party retains a particularly strong
grip on the Odessa Oblast; currently, it has control of
15ofthe23seats.

Ukraine, Russia
discuss tripartite
nuclear accord
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYiv - Presidential adviser Anton
Buteyko said on February 10 that talks
between Russia and Ukraine to iron out
details of compensation and the removal
of nuclear weapons from Ukraine's terri–
tory had concluded successfully,
although he offered few details.
The talks, which began February 8 in
Kyyiv, were a continuation of the
January 14 agreement between Ukraine,
the United States and Russia, whereby
Ukraine agreed to relinquish its nuclear
weapons in return for economic aid and
security assurances.
Mr. Buteyko said a package of docu–
ments has been agreed upon. He said,
(Continued on page 12)

viadlen ilyin, President Leonid Kravchuk's represen–
tative in the oblast, said the Communists are better orga–
nized. "Even though the party was officially banned for
a time, its structure remained in place. (Party members)
only set aside their party cards."
He said that among the political parties registered for
the upcoming elections are: the Ukrainian Republican
Party, the Ukrainian Socialist Party, the Ukrainian
Republican Conservative Party, the Party for the
Democratic Rebirth of Ukraine and New Ukraine.
Mr. ilyin said he does not feel the general make-up of
the Parliament will change much, "it's the psyche there.
They still think in the old ways."
He added, "The Parliament has no sense of responsi–
bilities. They achieved power and made their money. Do
they care if they are not r e - e l e c t e d ? T o d a y , the
Yerkhovna Rada is a bazaar."

"We do not think about elections. Even if we did, it
wouldn't make a difference."
South of Pushkin Street lies the Black Sea and
Odessa's port. The famous Potemkin Stairs lead down to
the waterfront and scores of ships filled with everything
from grains to chemicals.
Yuriy irkha, 27, is a merchant marine born in Odessa.
Perhaps he exemplifies the international nature of the
city. He is of Estonian descent but speaks Russian,
Ukrainian and a bit of English.
He believes there is no hope for a new democratic
Parliament keyed on developing economic reform. But
he said, "in three years 1 think free markets will devel–
op. international business will again enter Ukraine.
Currently, they are afraid because Ukraine is unstable."
He said the Communists are old and will slowly leave
the government and be replaced by true reformers.
On the outskirts of Odessa

"Today the verkhovna Rada
(Parliament) is a bazaar."
— viadlen ilyin,
presidential representative
in the Odessa Oblast,
The presidential representative called for a smallersized Parliament comprising more economists, lawyers
and specialists, and said that it may take a full genera–
tion before a truly democratic and representational leg–
islative body is achieved.
A businessman, Oleksander Staniv, who is ethnically
Ukrainian, echoed Mr. ilyin's thoughts. "The people
who have been there will remain. This generation will
not change anything. The spirit is still one of socialism."
The 48-year-old co-owner of the Richelieu Casino
explained that he wants Ukraine to be free but desires an
economic union with Russia. "The infrastructures are
too tightly joined for the two countries to attempt eco–
nomic independence."
The casino Mr. Staniv owns is named after Duke A.E.
de Richelieu, the first Russian governor-general here
from 1803 to 1914 and later a prime minister of France.
The city, which had been a trading post from Greek
times, expanded greatly after Russia's Catherine П decid–
ed to develop the town into a port and trading center. Her
idea was to make it Russia's southern window in Europe.
Duke Richelieu's influence can be seen in the King
Louis Xiv-like architectural style of many of the city's
oldest buildings. The planned aspect of the city's layout
is evident in the grid-like pattern of its main streets.
The Black and White Restaurant is located on plush,
tree-lined Pushkin Street in the city center, inside,
owner volodymyr Aksyonov, 26, said he was apathetic
about the elections. "1 do not think about it. (The
Parliament) is ineffective, in this country we need econ–
omists, lawyers; not just people familiar only with
Communist ideology."
His wife, Yaleria Limareva, reflected his viewpoint:

Deputy says...
(Continued from page 1)
of its security.
Speaking at a news conference at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Holovaty
explained that he had proposed a critical–
ly different amendment on the Parliament
floor, it called, first of all, for the signing
of technical agreements addressing the
concerns expressed in a November 18,
1993, declaration by the Parliament
whereby it had approved START 1 with
conditions, after which the government
could move towards the signing of specif–
ic international agreements between the
signatories of START 1.
He said the second clause should have
read that it "charges the government of
Ukraine with working to accomplish the
exchange of ratification instruments of
the START 1 treaty with the aim of estab–
lishing specific international agreements
that emerge from the provisos of the
decision of the Supreme Council."
Foreign Ministry press officer Yuriy
Sergeyev agreed that "if there is in fact a

An arrow-straight, asphalt-paved road leads to the old
German village of Klein Akkarga, located on the Black
Sea shore about 15 kilometers from Odessa. Today
called Malodolynskoye, the village has 3,500 inhabi–
tants. Only a scattering of ethnic Germans remains; most
were displaced in 1941 by Russians under Joseph
Stalin's orders. The village has no running water, gas or
electricity. On a deeply rutted, muddy road leading to
the village council president's house, Natalia Tymko,
38, said that only God and prayer will give Ukraine
"intelligent leaders."
The council head said she thinks more is needed.
Zhana Popov, 56, said she doesn't believe economists
and attorneys will change the nature of the Parliament. "1
think they will only continue to make contracts that ben–
efit them." Ms. Popov said each elected politician should
sign a contract spelling out his campaign promises. "We
could then evaluate how effective they truly are."
She also said that few electoral choices exist. "On one
side we have old orthodox types. On the other we have
unknowns. Of the 12 candidates, two are farmers. How
can you put a farmer in the verkhovna Rada?"
Like village leaders, businesspeople and sailors,
scholars also have some opinions - usually more. At
Odessa State University, we asked the director of the
Department of Modern and Contemporary History, Peter
Rainov, his impressions of the upcoming election. "This
Parliament is without structure and without organiza–
tion," he said. "There is civil conflict between the
branches of power in the government."
Prof. Rainov said the new Parliament will reflect more
the regional divisions within Ukraine and said that the
nationalist element from western Ukraine will remain
strong and continue to push for economic reform.
Finally, Brian Whitmore, who is a professor in the
same department thanks to the sponsorship of the Civic
Education Project, explained that because of the "reac–
tionary election law we're likely going to see more of
the same."
The doctoral candidate from the University of South
Carolina added, "in Ukraine there is no shortage of tal–
ent. But, unfortunately, precious little of it is found in
political institutions."

difference" between what Mr. Holovaty
proposed and what was in the final reso–
lution, "it changes the intent of clause
two." He said the matter was a situation
the Parliament had to resolve.

that we should become part of Europe."
He explained, "if you read Article 5 of
the Lisbon Protocol you know that a
country giving up its nuclear arms should
do so quickly."

However, he stated that clause one had
already given Ukraine's government the
ability to move toward ratification. "The
way we understand it, clause one gives us
the ability to move to implement START
1," said Mr. Sergeyev.

Mr. Sergeyev said, "We worked on
most of the 13 conditions set by the
Parliament. І personally believe the spe–
cific words of Mr. Holovaty should have
been, 'to lay the groundwork for work
toward completion of implementation
procedures.' "

Clause one of the Parliament's decree
says that b e c a u s e President Leonid
K r a v c h u k and his g o v e r n m e n t have
undertaken the necessary steps to inte–
grate the r e q u i r e m e n t s that the
Parliament wrote into its November 1993
conditional ratification of START 1, "the
Parliament agrees to remove the stipula–
tions regarding Article 5 of the Lisbon
Protocol."
Minister for Foreign Affairs Anatoliy
Zlenko commented at a February 4 press
conference for foreign diplomats that
Ukraine has acceded to all the demands
of the West, "it is very important to
Ukraine that we decide now, not later,

The chairman of the P a r l i a m e n t ' s
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Dmytro
Pavlychko, explained the syndrome that
now exists within the Ukrainian
Parliament. "1 am going home after
tonight. І will not be there for the last
week of this Parliament. What has hap–
pened as a result of Mr. Holovaty's accu–
sations, although they are of concern to
the Parliament, they do not affect me. І
am going back to my election precinct.
This Parliament is done. The ffinal ple–
nary 1 session beginning February 22
mean^s nothing. І hope you understand
that."
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Renovated historic...
(Continued from page 1)
Winner Group, an automotive conglom–
erate of 13 car dealerships in Delaware,
agreed to take out a 3720,000 mortgage
in his name to purchase the property.
Having already invested in Ukraine by
opening Winner Ford in Kyyiv, Mr.
Hynansky brushes off his magnanimity
by saying, "1 am very confident about
where Ukraine is going."
The mortgage on the C o n s u l a t e
General is paid by donations from the
foundation. Once it is paid off, said
Myroslaw Smorodsky, attorney for the
Consulate General, Ukraine will own the
property.
Under construction since April 1993,
Ukraine's Consulate General will be
c o m p l e t e l y renovated within a few
weeks, in time for Ukrainian President
Leonid Kravchuk's scheduled visit to the
United States in early March.
Renovations
Turtle Bay Gardens' designation as a
historic landmark in Manhattan required
that every aspect of the renovation cornply with the Landmark Preservation
Commission's specifications and the
Turtle
Bay
Gardens
Owners
Association's covenants, or by-laws. For
over one year architect Bohdan O.
Gerulak drew and redrew plans for two
floors of consular space and two floors of
private apartments. Both the Landmarks
Preservation Commission and the owners
association initially opposed the installa–
tion of a flagpole and plaque designating
the building as the Ukrainian Consulate
General on its facade. Eventually permis–
sion was granted for both.
More tricky was c o m p l y i n g with
Turtle Bay Gardens' covenant stipulating
that no building be used as anything
other than a private dwelling. George
Lawrence, a member of the Turtle Bay
Gardens executive committee and the
Consulate General's immediate neighbor,
explains that the building was in fact purchased during a time when the covenants
had expired and before they were
renewed. Due to the timing, the
Consulate General was granted permis–
sion to function as such on the first two
floors of the building with the introduc–
tion of an amendment to the covenant
signed by all the homeowners.

A view of the historic Turtle Bay Gardens from the terrace of the Consulate General.
"We are very much pleased with the
renovation," said Mr. Lawrence. "The
Ukrainians have done a very nice job,
conforming as much as required."
A recent visit to 240 E. 49th St. indi–
cates that indeed the renovations to the
Consulate General conform to the charac–
ter of Turtle Bay Gardens. The second
floor conference room and reception area,
with its nine-foot ceilings, marble fireplace and hardwood floors, opens into a
newly built terrace overlooking the sump–
tuous gardens. The third floor houses a
private study for the consul general and a
small apartment. The fourth floor serves
as the consul general's private residence.
The first floor is in the heat of renova–
tion. The passport office is being fitted
with a customer counter. Down the hall,
two rest rooms, a bookkeeping room and
three consular offices get finishing touch–
es. General contractor Myron Kukuruza
of UDC Corp. leads the way to the reno–
vated basement, where he and his 20 men
pulled out 20 cubic yards of granite to
refinish it. Mr. Kukuruza has been work–

ing on the estimated S500,000 in renova–
tions since April 1993.
in the midst of all this activity is
Consul General victor Kryzhanivsky. He
is the impetus behind all the work, says
Mr. Smorodsky. "He makes decisions, he
gets things done. He is the most Western
of any Ukrainian 1 have ever met."
The community contributes
"Ukrainians CAmericansJ have been
standing on their heads to make everything the best it can b e , " says Mr.
Kryzhanivsky. "No amount of money or
c o n n e c t i o n s could have made the
C o n s u l a t e General what it i s . " Mr.
Kryzhanivsky points to the fact that the
amount of money spent renovating the
Consulate General could never have cov–
ered what was donated or serviced at cost
by Ukrainian Americans.
Dr. Stepan Woroch, chairman and
fund-raiser for the Foundation in Support
of Diplomatic Missions of Ukraine, has
recently proposed the creation of a "Club
700" to pay off the S720,000 mortgage.

"if 700 people can donate S1 ,OOO within
the next few months, we will be able to
pay off the mortgage in its entirety and
save on the prohibitive interest pay–
ments," he explained.
When the renovated C o n s u l a t e
General is completed, Mr. Kryzhanivsky
plans to hang plaques with the name of
every person who donated S i , 0 0 0 or
more to Ukraine's diplomatic representa–
tions inscribed on them. The names of
those who donated less than Si,000 will
be recorded in three ledgers, to be dis–
ptayed at the Consulate General in New
York, Ukraine's Embassy in Washington
and the Ukrainian president's office.
As the official opening of the Consulate
General, to be attended by Ukrainian
Foreign Minister Anatoliy Zlenko, will
take place at the United Nations out of
deference to his new neighbors' privacy,
Mr. Kryzhanivsky hopes in the future to
open the Consulate General's doors to
every donor, "beginning with the letter A
and ending with Z."

a
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.a
The newly renovated rear facade of the Consulate General (left) and architect Bohdan O. Gerulak's rendition of the front of the building (right).
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Senate committee...
(Continued from page 1)
Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) questioned
the nominee on the way the foreign aid
package is being spent in Russia. Sen.
Helms was particularly disturbed that part
of the aid was going directly to private
contractors who were being sent to Russia
to "explain how capitalism works" at a
cost of S420,000 per contractor according
to State Department estimates. The sena–
tor wondered whether there is a less
expensive way of doing this.
Ambassador Talbott assured Sen.
Helms that the director of the Agency for
international Development, Brian
Atwood, is working to ensure that the
money being sent is being used effective–
ly. He defended the need to send these
contractors to the region and agreed to
double check the cost of these contractors.
Sen. Richard Lugar (R-lnd.) asked
how the ambassador envisions the State
Department's operations. He asked how
the administrative duties would be han–
dled and whether the Russian focus
would remain. The ambassador replied
that James Collins, formerly of the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow, would take over
the ambassador's current duties, while he
would be working closely with the
administrative staff to learn about State
Department management. Mr. Talbott
added that he planned to focus his atten–
tion not only on the former Soviet Union
but would develop an "integrated policy
for the entire region" in this post-Cold
War period.
Expressing concern that the focus on
Russia would diminish, Sen. Lugar said
"Russia is so vital..." and acknowledged
Mr. Talbott's special role in advocating
policy in the region. The ambassador reas–
sured Sen. Lugar that Secretary of State
Warren Christopher had already asked him
to continue working on issues involving the
former Soviet Union. He pointed out that
he will continue working with the Former
Soviet Union Steering Policy Group, an
interagency committee comprising senior

officials from various federal agencies,
tasked to coordinate policy in the region.
Sen. Paul Sarbanes (D-Md.) expressed
concern about Ambassador Talbott's
writings on israel and the implications of
these writings on his view t o w a r d s
democracies and the supporters of these
countries. Sen. Sarbanes referred to an
article written 13 years ago that charac–
terized israel as a liability for the United
States and noted the "disproportionate"
influence U.S. Jewish c o m m u n i t i e s
exerted over U.S. foreign policy towards
israel. The senator inquired how far the
nominee thinks the U.S. should go in
pressuring democratic allies when the
U.S. disagrees with them and asked
whether that disagreement should affect
U.S. economic or military aid to the
nation.
Responding that he had reconsidered
the opinion reflected in that article, the
ambassador stated that he does not feel
such pressure is useful. He said he is now
favorable towards israel and the "the view
І am expressing now is constant...the issue
has receded."
Pursuing the issue, Sen. Sarbanes
asked about the a m b a s s a d o r ' s view
toward ethnic organizations, in general,
who try to influence U.S. foreign policy,
since "your writings seem to regard this
as i m p r o p e r . " He pointed out that
America is a nation of immigrants and
that these groups act out of genuine con–
cern for their countries of origin. The
ambassador admitted that such groups
are "an aspect of U.S. politics" and that
recently he has "personally spent a lot of
time" with the Armenians, Ukrainians
and the Baits.
While Mr. Talbott stated that he recog–
nizes the strong ties many Americans
have to the rest of the world, Sen.
Sarbanes continued to express concern,
stating that he was disturbed by the nomi–
nee's tendency to put these groups down,
especially since many of these groups, by
attempting to influence U.S. foreign poli–
cy, are in effect promoting American val–
ues abroad. The nominee agreed.

UCCA opposes Talbott nomination
WASHINGTON (UNIS) - The
Ukrainian C o n g r e s s C o m m i t t e e of
America has expressed opposition to the
Clinton administration's nomination of
Strobe Talbott to be deputy secretary of
state on the grounds that his track record
shows him to be unqualified for broader
responsibilities and an increased policy
role. The nationwide Ukrainian commu–
nity organization cited the following fac–
tors for its opposition:
As the author of the Administration's
"Russia first" policy, Mr. Talbott has
acquiesced to Moscow's demands that
NATO security guarantees not be extend–
ed to Poland, H u n g a r y , the Czech
Republic or Ukraine. Mr. Talbott has
also acquiesced to the isolation of
Ukraine and the demands that Ukraine
surrender its nuclear arsenal to Russia.
These policies have weakened potential
U.S. allies and ceded to Russia a sphere
of influence which, in view of Russia's
instability, could directly threaten U.S.
security interests.
By signaling to Russia that he was in
favor of "less shock and more therapy,"
Mr. Tdbott undermined reform efforts in
that nation, contributing to the recent
departure of reformers from the Yeltsin
government and the demise of U.S.
hopes for democracy and free market
reform in Russia.
While nominally the ambassador-at–
large to the entire former Soviet Union,
Mr. Talbott has presided over a policy of
economic assistance primarily to Russia.
This policy has left Ukraine's reformminded elements without support and

contributed to Ukraine's current econom–
ic stagnation. Thus, Mr. Talbott's policy
has jeopardized the market potential of a
nation that previously represented the
agricultural and industrial heartland of
the Soviet Union.
While conditioning U.S. assistance to
Ukraine on Ukraine's nuclear disarma–
ment, Mr. Talbott has simultaneously
condoned renewed Russian aggression in
Azerbaijan, G e o r g i a , M o l d o v a and
Tajikistan under the guise of granting
Russia special regional policing powers.
Under Mr. Talbott's leadership, the
State Department has, in effect, reduced
the S300 million promised to Ukraine to
S155 million through a disingenuous
"shell game" - including in the new total
S175 million in Nunn-Lugar monies
which were already promised and claim–
ing that Ukraine is being offered S330
million. As noted by Sen. Mitch
McConnell at a recent Senate hearing,
Russia has received 65 percent of the
assistance allocated to the former Soviet
Union whereas Ukraine has received just
2.7 percent.
Mr. T a l b o t t ' s views on israel,
expressed as a journalist, have aroused
the condemnation of pro-lsrael organiza–
tions and are not representative of the
view of a majority of Americans who are
supportive of israel.
As recently as July 1992, Mr. Talbott
candidly espoused the hope that in the
future "nationhood as we know it will be
obsolete; all states will recognize a sin–
gle, global authority." (Time Magazine,
July 20, 1992.)
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UNA centennial

concert

"Jubilee Cantata" will premiere
at Carnegie Hall on February 19

ComposeiYconductor ivan Karabyts
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The highlight of the Ukrainian National
Association's gala concert at Carnegie
Hall will be the world premiere of the
"Jubilee Cantata" dedicated to the 100th
anniversary of this oldest and largest
Ukrainian fraternal organization.
Composed by ivan Karabyts of
Kyyiv, with lyrics by Mykola Rudenko,
the cantata pays tribute to the blood,
sweat and tears of the Ukrainian pio–
neers on the North American continent
who laid the foundation of community
life here.
Among the organizations that pro–
vided the strongest foundation and
weathered many a storm in its illustri–
ous history was the Ukrainian National
Association, to which the poet, Mr.
Rudenko, refers as a "Sich on the
Hudson" that embodies the "beauty
and strength of the Ukrainian spirit."
The cantata composed by Mr.
Karabyts will be performed in Carnegie
Hall on Saturday, February 19, by the
Ukrainian Chorus Dumka, the Ukrainian
National Choir, bass Paul Plishka, sopra–
no Oksana Krovytska, pianist Mykola
Suk and cellist volodymyr Panteleyev.
The composer himself will serve as
guest conductor for the work's premiere.
Mr. Karabyts, who was born in
Yalta on January 17, 1945, completed
his music studies with a specialty in
composing at the Kyyiv Conservatory
in 1974. He is known for his concerto
for choir, soloists and orchestra to
lyrics by p h i l o s o p h e r and poet
Hryhoriy S k o v o r o d a , "Garden of
Divine Songs"; and a song cycle written to poetry by Borys Oliynyk.
His body of work comprises at least
24 preludes for piano, a piano trio,
three symphonies, three song cycles
for voice and piano, an oratorio, a can–
tata and film scores.
The composer7conductor has earned
the title of Merited Artist of Ukraine.
For nearly 10 years he was one of the
secretaries of the Composers' Union
of Ukraine and in 1992 served as the
union's first secretary.
Mr. Karabyts is director of the
Kyyiv Music Fest, an adviser to the
Ukrainian Ministry of Culture and a
m e m b e r of U k r a i n e ' s National
Committee to UNESCO.
Mr. Rudenko, a poet, writer and
publicist, is known also for his activity
as a human and national rights activist

in the 1970s in Ukraine. He became
chairman of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring Group in 1976 and the fol–
lowing year was arrested by Soviet
authorities for "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda." He was subsequent–
ly sentenced to serve seven years in
prison and five in exile to the Altai
region of Soviet Central Asia. During
his incarceration 10 of his works were
smuggled to the West and published.
Among his works are the poetry collection "Behind Bars," the poem "The
Cross," the play "On the Sea Floor,"
the novel "Orlova Balka" and a volume
titled "Economic Monologues." He and
his wife, Raisa, were allowed to emi–
grate to the West in 1987.
Most recently Mr. Rudenko, 73,
returned to Ukraine, where he contin–
ues his work as a writer.
Pavlo Movchan, a well-known
writer and poet from Kyyiv, and a
member of the Ukrainian Parliament,
will deliver anniversary greetings at the
Carnegie Hall concert. Mr. Movchan
also is head of the Prosvita Ukrainian
Language Society, which is a co-spon–
sor with the UNA of the "Teaching
English in Ukraine" program.
Closing remarks at the centennial
celebration will be offered by Ulana
Diachuk, supreme president of the
Ukrainian National Association.
Nestor Holynsky, a Plast activist,
will serve as master of ceremonies for
the program.

Poet Mykola Rudenko
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Too little... too late?
At the beginning of the new year, the West began issuing alarming signals
about Ukraine. 'The country's worsening economy will spark ethnic conflict
that provokes its partition into two states and creates a new dispute over the
fate of nuclear weapons on its territory, which the nation has just agreed to
give up," predicts one comprehensive U.S. intelligence analysis.
А СІА report classifies Ukraine as a potential "hot spot," and a prominent
British defense institute, the Royal United Services institute, warns of rising
tension over the Crimea and Russian nationals living in Ukraine, making this
region a more probable place for the outbreak of violence than the Caucusus.
A recent Financial Times editorial points out: "War between Russia and
Ukraine would be a much more serious affair than wars we have seen so far in
Moldova, Transcaucasia or even Yugoslavia, it could involve very large forces,
causing hundreds of thousands of deaths and many millions of refugees, it would
create a feeling of acute insecurity throughout Central Europe and almost
inevitably mark the beginning of a new Cold War between Russia and the West..."
With such a threat looming overhead, should not Western governments do
all they can to avert such a scenario? Have they not learned the lessons of the
past few months in this region? Have they not seen the signs of Russian expan–
sionism, ultra-nationalism and even a stagnant economic system?
Polish Foreign Minister Andrzej Olechowski accused the West of undue
bias toward Russia in its aid to the former Soviet republics and called that a
"historical mistake." As a result, he said, economic reformers in other
republics, especially Ukraine, feel isolated and ignored. Ukraine has to see a
helping hand; it has to be brought more into the family of nations.
Even Nursultan Nazarbayev, the leader of Kazakhstan, has said the United
States and the West risk encouraging Russian bullying by providing aid to Moscow
while neglecting the other former Soviet republics. U.S. aid, if not properly target–
ed, could end up "encouraging chauvinism and helping fascism in Russia," he said.
is it too late to remedy the situation? With elections to the new Ukrainian
Parliament right around the corner, on March 27, this should be the time for a real
shift in U.S. foreign policy toward the region known in Washington as the N1S.
The United States should have learned the lessons of pinning all its hopes on
Mr. Yeltsin and his reformers, blindly trusting a few specific individuals instead of
taking an objective look at the entire picture. The U.S. now has a chance to prove
its role as a guarantor of democracy and market-oriented reforms within Ukraine.
Although it has flip-flopped before on its policy with Ukraine — promising
a "new leaf in U.S.-Ukrainian relations," while continuing to strong-arm it to
give up the nuclear arsenal it inherited from the Soviet Union — since
President Bill Clinton's stop-over in Kyyiv in mid-January, the administra–
tion's period of isolating Ukraine now seems to have come to a halt.
Now, the White House has invited President Leonid Kravchuk to
Washington in early March; it has also reached what one official called "a firm
consensus" to support Ukraine's efforts to boost a sagging economy and end a
dispute with Russia over Ukraine's possession of nuclear arms.
Mr. Clinton has said Washington will double economic aid to Ukraine to over
S300 million, and although not yet publicly disclosed, reportedly he is ready to
double the Si75 million in Nunn-Lugar disarmament monies. A successful tran–
sition from communism to capitalism in Ukraine would likely boost morale in
other former Soviet republics, and would make Ukraine less dependent on
Russia, senior administration officials have said.
The Clinton administration has promised a shift in its policy to focus on the
former republics of the Soviet Union, instead of concentrating on Russia, (in
1993, Russia received 65 percent of U.S. aid targetted at the N1S, as compared
to Ukraine, which received 2.7 percent.)
"if 1993 was Russia's year, 1994 is the year of Ukraine for us," a senior
official in Washington said recently. Ukraine can become the central test of
the administration's commitment to a balanced foreign policy in this potential–
ly explosive region. Let's hope it's not too late.

Turning the pages back.
Karl Peter Ulrich, known in Russian as Petr Fedorovich,
was born on February 21, 1728, in Kiel, in the glottal princi–
pality of Holstein-Glottorp (now in Germany). The grandson
of Peter 1 and husband of Catherine H (reviled in Ukraine, but known as "Greats" in
Russia), he became known as Peter Hi when he ascended to the throne of Muscovy
(by then, Russia), succeeding his aunt, Elizabeth 1.
His father, Duke Charles Frederick of the above-mentioned principality, had been a
friend of the Orlyk family, whose scion Pylyp was a close advisor to the anathematized
Hetman 1 van Mazepa. As a result of his father's influence, Peter defended Ukrainian
causes at the Russian imperial court and surrounded himself with Ukrainian courtiers.
When Peter Ш became tsar, he abolished the Secret Chancery, compulsory military
service for the gentry and ordered the secularization of Church properties. These poli–
cies (including a pro-Prussian foreign policy) antagonized his wife, Yekateryna, and
other members of the imperialist elite.
in June 1762, she staged a coup d'etat and was enthroned as Catherine H by com–
bined fiats of the Russian Orthodox Holy Synod, senate and imperial guard. She had
her husband arrested.After abdicating, Peter was killed in a brawl by one of his jailers
that summer in Ropsha, near St. Petersburg.
Source: "Peter ПІ, " Encyclopedia of Ukraine, Уоі. 3 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1993).
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Shades of gray: perspectives
on U.S.-Ukrainian relations
by Orest Deychakiwsky
PART І
While the United States tends to look
at Ukraine through the prism of the
nuclear issue, there are other important,
and often unnoticed, elements to U.S.Ukrainian relations.
Unfortunately, many of these key ele–
ments are obscured by both Ukrainians
and Americans, the result of oversimpli–
fications and misperceptions in both
countries. Many (but not all) in the U.S.
administration, for instance, driven in
their quest for nuclear non-proliferation
and disarmament, minimize legitimate
Ukrainian fears about its security.
The U.S.-Ukrainian relationship is
multi-faceted and complex. Stereotypes
need to be broken and old ways of think–
ing altered not only on the American
side, but on the Ukrainian side as well.
Despite occasional heavy-handedness
of the U.S. government with respect to
Ukraine, we should not lose sight of
more constructive aspects of American
involvement and interest in Ukraine.
Habit, education and the Russia factor
T h e r e is no d o u b t that a c e r t a i n
amount of Russophilia exists among
many Americans, including policy-mak–
ers, for reasons of both habit and educa–
tion. By habit 1 mean years of dealing
with one center - Moscow - of what
was,
for all p r a c t i c a l p u r p o s e s , a
Russian empire. Ukraine, which was in
effect a colony of the empire, was large–
ly i s o l a t e d . T h u s , to all too many
Americans, including many policy-mak–
ers, Ukraine was an unknown until a
few years ago.
For a variety of r e a s o n s , many
Americans do not display a great inter–
est in foreign policy. Foreign aid, for
instance, is not a popular issue with
most Americans, who want to focus on
problems in the United States itself.
And, 1 might add, to the limited extent
that many average Americans are aware
of Ukraine, it is perceived as a country
that still has nuclear weapons aimed at
the United States, although with the
recent signing of the trilateral nuclear
agreement, this perception may soon
change.
Even at the university level, until rela–
tively recently, a rather Russocentric
approach prevailed in so-called Russian
or Soviet area studies. This Russocentric
approach reflected Russian tendencies to
not recognize Ukrainians as a truly sepa–
rate people or nation, much less of
Ukraine as a separate state.
Furthermore, there is a marked lack of
a w a r e n e s s even a m o n g educated
Americans of the difficulties that newly
independent Ukraine faces in creating a
real political, governmental and diplo–
matic infrastructure - the fact that in
many respects Ukraine truly is a "new
country." Ukraine's independence from
the USSR came about rather suddenly
Orest Deychakiwsky is a staff member
of the US. Commission on Security and
Cooperation
in Europe
(Helsinki
Commission), an independent U.S. gov–
ernmental agency. The views expressed
in the article are his own and do not nec–
essarily represent the views of the
Helsinki Commission. This article is
scheduled to appear in the February
issue of the Ukrainian foreign
policy
journal Polityka і Chas.

(when viewed from a historical perspec–
tive), and Ukrainian officials themselves
have characterized Ukraine as a "child.".
To cite merely one telling example in the
foreign policy realm: few people realize
that in 1992, Ukraine's Foreign Ministry
had fewer employees, not to speak of
diplomats with real experience, than the
number of countries that had recognized
Ukraine.
An important dimension that drives
American perceptions concerning
Ukraine is what might be called the
Russia factor: the fact that Russia is a
regional, if not still global, power, it is
perhaps axiomatic that big powers focus
on other big powers. Despite Russia's
relative current weakness, it continues to
pose a threat to the United States. The
fact that Russia still has a huge nuclear
arsenal undoubtedly has an influence on
U.S. decision-making. For this reason, if
for no other, America pays attention to
Russia, and U.S. policy tends to reflect
caution in its dealings with Russia.
Stripped to its essence, there still exists a
certain fear of Russia, and this undoubt–
edly affects U.S. policy-makers and
shapes their attitudes.
At the same time, however, there is a
growing anxiety about Russian expan–
sionism, manifested both by Russian
actions in the so-called "near abroad" as
well as by recent statements by such
avowed "liberals" as Foreign Minister
Andrei Kozyrev. These are causing
increasing concern within the United
States, if one is to j u d g e by
Congressional statements and hearings,
and a growing number of media reports.
More questions are being raised concern–
ing Russian neo-imperialism. Clearly,
there is a tension within U.S. foreign pol–
icy vis-a-vis Russia, a tension that posi–
tively affects U . S . policies towards
Ukraine.
The a d m i n i s t r a t i o n ' s approach
towards Russia is compounded by, and to
an extent, a symptom of, a general state
of flux in U.S. foreign policy - one that
reflects the dramatic changes of the postCold War world. T h u s , the current
administration, like the one before it, is
grappling with reconciling different tra–
ditional approaches and tendencies with–
in U.S. foreign policy. Notably, it is
struggling with the always difficult bal–
ancing act between "realpolitic" and a
foreign policy driven by principles and
ideals.
One other important fact to keep in
mind: the U.S. wants to avoid conflagra–
tion between the U.S. and Russia; the
implications of such a conflict for region–
al and even global stability are obvious.
For this reason, the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n
appears to recognize that it is in U.S.
interests to play a mediating role where
appropriate or possible, and especially
when it serves its direct interests, such as
in the recently signed trilateral nuclear
agreement. But what the administration
may not yet fully comprehend is that a
heavy-handed approach, such as occa–
sionally has been the case over the last
two years - one in which the U.S. is per–
ceived as siding with Russia - is counterp r o d u c t i v e and will hinder U . S . Ukrainian r e l a t i o n s . As Parliament
Chairman ivan Pliushch recently said:
"We may be poor, but we are proud."
This is something U.S. policy-makers
need to keep in mind.
(Continued on page 15)
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LETTERS TO THE ED1TOR

Congratulations to
Mrs. Olshaniwsky
Dear Editor:
І applaud and congratulate Bozhena
Olshaniwsky for her timely and excellent
letter r e g a r d i n g the New Jersey
Holocaust Commission.
To mandate Holocaust studies — to
the exclusion of the genocides of others
— is to belittle humanity in favor of a
select race or people. This is especially
true in a pluralistic multi-ethnic society
such as the U.S.
No people have a monopoly on pain
and suffering. Yet many apparently

Comments on
Chapman article
Dear Editor:
І was born Ukrainian and consider
myself a Ukrainian patriot - but.
І am tired of reading ill-informed com–
mentary about U k r a i n e ' s n u c l e a r
w e a p o n s - the latest by Stephen
Chapman of The Chicago Tribune, it is
my u n d e r s t a n d i n g that the n u c l e a r
weapons in Ukraine were part of the
Soviet U n i o n ' s offensive ( a t t a c k )
w e a p o n r y against the United States
(probably still aimed at U.S. targets).
They are not defensive weapons that
could be used against a Russian attack.
These are intercontinental missiles,
not easily targeted at nearby Russia,
which has far more nuclear weapons than
Ukraine, should Ukrainians be foolhardy
enough to use nukes in a war between

Of ultranationalists
and nationalists
Dear Editor:
How did viadimir Zhirinovsky get to
be called a "nationalist"? All the major
periodical including articles in The
Weekly label Mr. Zhirinovsky an "ultranationalist" or even an "extreme nation–
alist"? Yet no one properly defined what
they mean. The term "nationalist" was
thrown out by T i m e , U.S. News and
everyone followed like a herd of sheep.
Ukrainian nationalism believes in free–
dom for all nations, and they are ready to
give up their lives in defense of that free–
dom.
Zhirinovsky can be called a commu–
nist, a chauvinist, an opportunist, a bigot,
an imperialist a Russophile or a fascist.
Calling him a "nationalist" is an affront

Re: harassment
of John Demjanjuk
Dear Editor:
As the matter stands now, no one
(including even the self-righteous Rabbi
Avi Weiss himself) except, of course,
God and John Demjanjuk know for cer–
tain whether the latter is guilty of any
war crimes or not.
Nonetheless, it is a rationally incon–
testable fact that not only did the Supreme
Court of israel find John Demjanjuk to be
innocent, but also that the 16-year-long
most thorough investigation by the assort–
ed Wiesenthal and B'nai B'rith centers
and Zionist movements throughout the
entire world, the Mossad, KGB, OS1, СІА
and FB1 also failed, so far, to prove, sepa–
rately and collectively, that he is guilty of
any war crimes whatsoever.

believe this is so — and wish to mandate
their belief to others.
The Holocaust commissioners are either
very poor historians, or bigots with a select
agenda and very real conflicts of interest.
if Jewish children need to be exposed
to the "Wans the Terrible" of the past,
they surely need exposure to the Lazar
Kaganoviches — who were never brought
to justice yet were responsible for thrice
the number of victims of the Holocaust.
Such selective discrimination is outra–
geous, immoral, politically incorrect and
has no b u s i n e s s on the a g e n d a of
American public schools.
Andrew Senkowsky
Yan Etten, N.Y.
Ukraine and Russia.
Russia does however, have a good
supply of tactical n u c l e a r w e a p o n s ,
including those returned by Ukraine
shortly after independence. These can be
used against neighbors, because of short
range and (comparatively) small yield.
Let me e m p h a t i c a l l y repeat U k r a i n e ' s nuclear weapons are not a
threat to Russia, nor are they a defense
against Russian attack. Ukraine's securi–
ty lies in finding good allies like Canada,
the United States and Western Europe.
Such allies are far more likely to be help–
ful to a nuclear-free Ukraine, than one
whose nuclear weapons are deteriorating
and posing a threat to itself and its neigh–
bors.
Ukraine would be better served spend–
ing its defense budget on conventional
troops and weapons.
Bohdan Yarymowich
Kanata, Ontario
and an insult to those Ukrainian national–
ists who have given up their lives for
freedom. Mr. Z h i r i n o v s k y does not
respect other people's freedoms, he wants
Russian troops in Ukraine, he wants the
re-establishment of the old Soviet evil
empire. He wants Alaska back from the
U.S. He speaks of pan-Slavism, yet his
Communist system murdered 7 million
Ukrainian farmers in 1932-1933.
Words mean things. Once the label is
accepted by journalistic lack of accountability, then all Ukrainian nationalists will
be equated with Mr. Zhirinovsky, it will
not matter that nationalism was commu–
nism's greatest internal threat, it will not
matter that Ukrainian nationalism strives
for independence and freedom and Mr.
Zhirinovsky embraces Russian chauvin–
ism and enslavement of others.
Roman G. Golash
Schaumburg, ill.
in view of all these, then, 1 do find the
almost daily harassment by Jews of this
innocent and brave man to be downright
morally corrupt, vulgar and obscene.
Frankly, one would expect that, instead
of terrorization, daily deliveries of apolo–
gies and flowers to the Demjanjuk family
would be in order.
Since, tragically, this is not the case,
may 1 humbly suggest that instead of
asking — as does Dr. Myron Kuropas in
his truly delightful column of January 16
— Rabbi Weiss to go home, he and his
disciples actually be encouraged by all of
us to continue to make fools of them–
selves for as long as they have nothing
better to do. After all, nobody does or
ought to take them seriously, except per–
haps the Holocaust-deniers, who happen
to be of similar mentality.
Myroslaw Prytulak
Windsor, Ontario
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Jam and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

Suicidal solipsism
With the emergence of Strobe Talbott
as heir apparent to the prosaic Warren
Christopher, the United States has come
full circle.
Suicidal solipsism is re-emerging once
again, as it has every 30 years or so in
this great land of ours.
Solipsism is the belief that one cannot
know anything other than his or her own
thoughts, feelings, or perceptions. Other
people and the real world are nothing
more than projections of o n e ' s own
mind. With a quasi-Nietzchean view of
the world, Solipsists have a doctrinal
faith in their own perceptions of reality
which are, of course, superior to every–
one else. Theirs is the supreme hubris.
Solipsism can be suicidal. For many
American intellectuals during the 1930's,
capitalism represented the dead past, com–
munism the bright future. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt came to believe
that his quixotic view of Joseph Stalin was
not only legitimate but sacrosanct. With
rabid Russophiles like Walter Duranty,
A m b a s s a d o r Joseph D a v i e s , Harry
Hopkins, Harry Dexter White and Alger
Hiss to advise him, FDR came to believe
that Stalin's objectives in the post-war
world order were similar to his own.
Although Alger Hiss and Harry Dexter
White were later unmasked as Soviet
agents, it was Harry Hopkins, the most
trusted of R o o s e v e l t ' s advisors, who
proved to be the most noxious to
American interests. Believed by many in
the wartime N K v D to be a Soviet agent,
Hopkins was present at the Yalta debacle along with Alger Hiss and Harry Dexter
White - promoting the idea that it was
necessary to gain Stalin's trust in order to
bring about democratization in Russia, if
the U.S. pushed too hard for a nationalistic
regime in Poland, they argued, Russia
might feel threatened and Stalin, a closet
democrat, would be forced to placate his
right wing, in order to win Stalin's favor,
therefore, and to protect him from the
ultraconservative Bolsheviks who sur–
rounded him, Poland was sold down the
river along with the rest of Eastern Europe.
The United States paid a heavy price
for the suicidal s o l i p s i s m of the
Roosevelt era.
A similar scenario was played out in the
United States in the 1960's when another
intellectual elite emerged to sing Russia's
siren song. During the 1960's, when
Cambodia's Pol Pot and China's Mao
Zedong were annihilating millions of inno–
cent citizens, it was the United States that
was portrayed as the world's arch villain
by America's radical social critics and
moralists. Along with opposition to the
vietnam War came a deification of Ho Chi
Minh and a denigration of America's
moral order. "Little by little," wrote Todd
Gitlin in "The Sixties: Years of Hope,
Days of Rage", "alienation from American
life - contempt even for the conventions of
flag, home, religion, suburbs, shopping,
plain homely Norman Rockwell order had become a rock-bottom prerequisite for
membership in the movement core."
it was d u r i n g the 1 9 6 0 ' s that the
groundwork for America's present cul–
tural war was laid, it was also during the
1960's that President Richard Nixon
sought to pacify Leonid Brezhenev another closet democrat - lest, as we
were w a r n e d , the u l t r a c o n s e r v a t i v e
Communists gain power in Soviet affairs.
Such solipsistic thinking helped preserve
the Soviet Union for another 20 years, it

was not until Ronald Reagan applied a little
reality therapy to American foreign policy
that the Soviet Union began to crumble.
Foreign policy hubris returned with
the departure of Mr. Reagan, it began
with the Bush administration, (a sad man,
a sad presidency) and blossomed during
the first year of the Clinton administra–
tion. Although many Clinton appointees
were still in diapers during the 1960's,
they inherited the temper of the times.
For them, as for their ideological fathers
and grandfathers, "crisis" abounds in
America. During the campaign, Bill
C l i n t o n c o n v i n c e d many g u l l i b l e
Americans that we have an economic cri–
sis, a job crisis, a health crisis, and an
environmental crisis. Reading the polls
more recently, our president tells us we
also have a family crisis, a crime crisis, a
welfare crisis, and a moral crisis. So
much for the good news.
The bad news is that once again the
United States is faced with a resurgent
Russia that is headed toward a takeover by
the "ultras." This time it's the ultra-nation–
alists. Just as we had to save Stalin in the
1930's and Brezhenev in the 1960's, our
task in the 1990's is to save Boris Yeltsin.
Architect of the "save Yeltsin" campaign
is Strobe Talbott, believed by some to be
our next Secretary of State.
Mr. Talbott is dejavu all over again.
Speaking before the Senate Appropriations
Committee's Subcommittee on Foreign
Operations on January 24 (see January 30
Ukrainian Weekly) Mr. Talbott spoke
about U.S. policy towards the former
Soviet Union by concentrating exclusively
on Russia. Outlining Mr. Clinton's four
central premises regarding Russia, Mr.
Talbott declared, "First there is a titanic
struggle under way in Russia over the
future of that country. Second, we have a
huge stake in the outcome of that struggle.
Third, we can have some effect both in
terms of what we say and in what we do.
Fourth, this a long-term process, and it will
require patience and steadiness on our
part." The goal of American policy, Mr.
Talbott informed Congress, is to create a
stable, democratic Russia which respects
borders. Right!
Mr. Talbott has been wrong before, in
1990, he argued in Time magazine that
the U.S. Cold War policy - including
President Reagan's arms buildup and
SD1 - had little to do with Mr.
G o r b a c h e v ' s decision to reform the
USSR and to withdraw from its colonies
in Eastern Europe, it is worth noting that
in 1993 former Soviet Foreign Minister
Bessmertnykh confessed to an American
audience that it was President Reagan's
arms buildup, especially his SD1 propos–
al, that finally convinced the Soviets that
they had lost the Cold War.
When the Berlin Wall came tumbling
down, Mr. Talbott provided us with more
solipsistic delusion. He concluded that the
Soviet threat "is not what it used to be."
Adding to that brilliant observation, he
wrote: "The real point, however, is that it
never was. The doves in the Great Debate
of the past 40 years were right after all."
Talk about living in a fantasy land!
Let's pray that Mr. Talbott will never
become secretary of state. Rumor is that
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown covets
the slot. Given the ignoble state of Mr.
Clinton's foreign policy, a money-grub–
bing opportunist could be less dangerous
for the U.S. than a suicidal solipsist.
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UCC president meets Canadian policy-makers $16 M contract
OTTAWA - Ukrainian Canadian M. Kremer.
mutual concern were discussed. Special
Congress President Oleh Romaniw met
The UCC president voiced serious mention was made of the highly success– spurs training
with numerous government officials and concerns that the Canadian government ful conference on doing business in
policy-makers in Ottawa during a highly was contemplating denaturalization and Central and Eastern Europe that was in economics
successful two-day stopover to the deportation proceedings as a solution to organized with the participation of both

Canadian capital on January 24 and 25.
The highlight of the Ottawa visit was
the warm welcome given by the
Department of Foreign Affairs in prepa–
ration for consultations that are to take
place between representatives of the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress and
Foreign Affairs Minister Andre Ouellet
and his deputy ministers in February.
Mr. Romaniw, accompanied by UCC
information Bureau Director Andrij
Hluchowecky, began a whirlwind tour of
the nation's capital with meetings at the
Justice Department with the Director and
General Counsel for the Crimes Against
Humanity and War Crimes Section Peter

dealing with suspected war criminals, it
was made clear to Mr. Kremer that the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress categori–
cally rejects the deportation of any natu–
ralized Canadian citizens to their country
of origin or third countries on the basis of
civil-administrative hearings. The UCC
delegation also stressed the importance
of the government's publicly stated
intentions of bringing all war criminals
found in Canada to trial in Canadian
courts under Canadian criminal law.
The afternoon itinerary continued with
a luncheon meeting with irene Kamchen,
the executive director of the German
Canadian Congress, where issues of

organizations, along with the Polish
Canadian Congress, in Toronto.
Following the luncheon, there was a
brief stopover at the Canadian Bureau for
international Education for a meeting
with ihor Burakovsky, a visiting profes–
sor from the Ukrainian institute of
international Relations in Kyyiv. The
Ukrainian Canadian Congress delegation
was hosted by the Parliamentary
Secretary for international Trade, Mac
Harb who discussed Canada-Ukraine
trade relations. Though Mr. Harb was
quite aware of the chaotic economic and
(Continued on page 17)

GALA CONCERT

by Sonya Senkowsky
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - American
lawyers and economists will soon go to
Ukraine and three other newly indepen–
dent states to help lay the groundwork
for a free-market economy under a S16
million contract, awarded January 31 to
the University of Maryland.
The three-year contract, awarded by
the U.S. Agency for international
Development (USA1D), is designed to
provide Ukrainian policy-makers and stu–
dents with the knowledge of the econom–
ic system that those in the United States
take for granted, according to USA1D
contract officer Raghav Dwivedy.
Training a core group

100th ANNIVERSARY
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

"We want to start by teaching a core
group of people. We expect to teach
about 75 to 150 students in Ukraine in
the first two months," said Philip Keefer,
associate director of the university's
Center for institutional Reform and the
informal Sector (1R1S), which won the
contract.
Mr. Keefer said the project has three
goals: to provide technical assistance and
training in anti-monopoly law, to provide
technical assistance and training in regu–
lation and deregulation, and to design an
economic education model and support
economic research.
The director of 1R1S and principal
investigator of the program, Dr. Mancur
Olson, hopes to include both undergrad–
uate and graduate students in the program, as well as legislators, said Mr.
Keefer.
"Even at the level of policy-makers
there's a lot of misunderstanding about
fwhat a market economy entails andj the
benefits of actions they might take," he
said.
Kyyiv office to be established

CARMEG1E HALL, NEW YORK
February 19, 1994 - 8 PM
f E AT U R f N G :
Ukrainian National Choir
Ukrainian Chorus "Dumka"
Metropolitan Opera Soloist
New York City Opera Soloist
Pianist
Leontovyefc String Quartet

Directed by Michaei Dlaboha
Directed by vasyl Hrechynsky
Paul Piishka (bass)
Oksana Krovytsfcy (soprano)
MykolaSuk
Yuf iy Mazurkevych (fi rst violin)
Умгіу Kharenko (second violin)
Borys Oevyatov (viola)
Yolodymyr Panteleyev (cello)

Accompanists: Thomas Hrynkiw, Olena Lytvynenko, Olenka Stasyshyn, Genya Paley

World Premiere of the "Jubilee Cantata" by composer lvan Karabyts written to lyrics by Mykola Rudenko
dedicated to the 100th Anniversary of the Ukrainian National Association
TlCKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT:
Carnegie Hall (212) 247-7800 ^ UNA (201) 451-2200 ^ Surma (212) 477-0729 Ш Arka (212) 473-3550 fr Dnipro (201) 373-8783
1st Tier-S40 Ж Orchestra - $30 fc 2nd Tier -S25 ^ Dress Circle - S20 s Balcony -S5

vasyl Hrecriynsky

Michael CHaboha

Three American economists are
expected to establish an 1R1S office in
Kyyiv over the next two months. Two
will work directly with policy-makers to
help break up monopolies and make the
market more accessible, the 1R1S official
said, if asked, they may help draft legisla–
tion to break down foreign currency
restrictions and other barriers to business.
The third, he said, will focus on econom–
ic education for Ukrainian college stu–
dents.
"it's really important for us to leave
behind not just a legacy of legislation,
but a legacy of how to create legisla–
tion," added Mr. Keefer, explaining that
the students would then be expected to
teach others in Ukraine and neighboring
states.
Though Mr. Dwivedy stressed the
importance of Russia as a "center" for the
program, Mr. Keefer noted that Ukraine
may have more of a need for assistance.
"As bad as Russian macroeconomics has
been, it's light years ahead of Ukraine, if
Russia has taken five or six steps towards
reform, Ukraine has taken one or two,"
said Mr. Keefer. "The anecdotal informa–
tion alone is basically terrifying for any
potential entrepreneur."
Mr. Keefer would not release the
names of the three people named to
Kyyiv in the request for proposal,
because their involvement has not yet
been finalized. Nine of the three are of
Ukrainian descent or know the language,
but all have extensive, specialized eco–
(Continued on page 18)
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A short mythological guide to Ukrainian economic animals
by Dr. Oleh Havrylyshyn
PART1
An introduction:
it's a jungle out there!
The road from the economic feudalism of communist
central planning to the wonderful kingdom of free mar–
kets lies before the people of Ukraine. But that road is
not necessarily a well-lit highway, rather it is an untrod
path one makes for oneself, through an unknown jungle
full of traps, dead-end clearings, and of course a verita–
ble zoo of strange beasts. Some of these beasts are real,
some are illusory; some of the real ones look frighten–
ing, but are not in fact ferocious; and many of the illuso–
ry ones are far more dangerous than the real ones.
Among the more commonly found beasts are: the
frightening Shock Therapicus Chukrainicus, the highflying
Kurso v a l u t e n s i o , the
ever-present
Hypercephalus Politicus characterized by its ability to
change colors, the two-headed Equal-Conditionatus, and
of course the very long-necked Hyperinflationator.
This short collection of descriptions for several of
these possible creatures is intended to help those inter–
ested in making the trek through this jungle (citizens of
Ukraine, politicians, businessmen, politicians-businessmen, interested foreigners) to distinguish between the
real and the illusory, between the merely frightening and
the truly dangerous, it goes without saying that 1 owe a
debt of gratitude for his great inspiration to the famed
Chukrainian economist, Ostap vyshnia.
For the readers, 1 wish two things: for those who will
not be instructed by this, let them be amused; for those
who will not be amused, let them be instructed.
Shock semantics block economic therapy:
is there too much reform or too little?
it is popular in Ukraine to say there has been "shock
without therapy." Like all popular sayings, it is both
right and wrong, it is right because the damage of hyperinflation is a tremendous shock to an economy, especial–
ly and immediately, to its lower income groups who
have no possibility of profiting from inflation as do
some segments of the elite, it is also right because one
has not seen the therapy: changes in economic freedoms
and opportunities; homes as private property, a Polishlike explosion of new, well stocked shops, restaurants,
and transport; or the privatization and restructuring of
state-owned firms into more efficient producers compet–
ing with each other.
But the saying is very wrong when it is intended by
some people to suggest that the shock of rapid economic
reforms has given only pain and we should therefore
conclude that gradual economic reforms are the better
route to follow. This is a semantic game.
Even stronger semantics are reflected in statements like
"rapid economic reforms have resulted in the growing
criminalization observed today," but these assertions about
the evil effects of shock reforms can only be true if indeed
there had been significant steps taken by government poli–
cy that could be regarded as steps toward the market.
in fact, it does not appear that economic reform has
really been tried yet. Generally, there are five main steps
that must be taken in the process of reform (the
sequence and period of time for the implementation of
each is a separate question, to which 1 will return later):
1) financial stabilization, which limits easy, lowinterest credits to cover deficit of government or to sub–
sidize operations of enterprises;
2) allowing a competitive market to function by free–
ing price-formation except for very limited regulation of
natural monopolies;
3) imposing self-responsibility on producers (industry
and agriculture), through a combination of privatization
and termination of government supports in such forms
as subsidies or easy, cheap, credits (economists call this
a "hard-budget");
4) opening the economy to foreign relations by
removing licensing of foreign trade, reducing sharply its
taxation and legalizing an open market for foreign
exchange;
5) establishment of a social safety-net: unemployment
compensation, adequate minimum pensions, direct
financial support for the few (disabled, very poor, etc.)
Dr. Oleh Havrylyshyn is alternate executive director
of the international Monetary Fund and represents
Ukraine 's interests on the 1MF board of directors. The
views expressed here are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the position of the 1MF or Ukrainian
authorities.

instead of subsidized prices for many goods and services
which help everybody whether they need it or not.
There has, in fact, been very limited progress in some
of these steps, and since they all work together to form a
system of economic relations, even implementing one
tenth of the program does not give you one tenth of the
intended results, but far far less.
Prices were partially freed already at the beginning of
1991, and foreign exchange operations have been halffree since the middle of 1993. But there has been no pri–
vatization of any significance, no imposition of hardbudget discipline on state enterprises, no opening up to
foreign economic relations - therefore no real competi–
tion and therefore no positive reaction from producers.
Furthermore, continued willingness to provide produc–
ers with plentiful credits at interest-rates far below infla–
tion, means these producers have no incentive to be corm–
petitive or efficient. Where they cannot profit from simt–
ply being monopolists, they profit from being able to rely
on government credits to cover their unlimited appetites.
Not only is there no incentive to improve productivity, on
the contrary, there is an incentive to reduce effort.
The result is clear: a shocking hyperinflation, a
decline in production, and no efforts by industry or agriculture to begin restructuring of production for the
future. No market, no competition, no results!
in a word, it is not difficult to argue that the current
economic crisis is caused by too little reform, rather
than by having too much reform.
Let me finish with only one concrete example of this
argument: the growing phenomenon of criminalization,
i.e., racketeering, at the level of small, kiosk business.
This has come about as a little freedom to operate such
businesses was given, and some degree of liberalization
of prices was allowed. But isn't it strange that, as you
look internationally, the more complete this freedom the
less racketeering? in Poland, Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, where it is far easier to open a new small busi–
ness, and where privatization of small shops is nearly
complete, this problem, while it still exists, is far from
being as big as in Ukraine, in market economies where
everybody is fully free and no price controls whatsoever
exist, racketeering has long ago disappeared.
The explanation is simple: the greater the amount of
competition, the larger the number of shops, the lower
the margin of profit, the less attractive it is to racketeer
— not to speak of the fact that there are then simply too
many shops for racketeers to visit and inspect regularly.
More and quicker privatization, simple and automatic
licensing of business operations, removal of government
interventions (except taxes), will be the best policy to
reduce the phenomenon of racketeering.
A true history of the name "shock therapy"
The previous rubric contrasted two alternative theses
concerning market reforms: on the one hand, the view
that Ukraine has suffered great pain from the shock ther–
apy reforms; on the other hand, the opposite view that
the current economic crisis exists because there had
been too little reform. To understand these arguments
more completely and throw off all semantic veils, per–
haps it would help to clarify the origin and meaning of
the term "shock therapy."
The well-known Hungarian economist, Janos Kornai,
writing about the transition to a market economy in his
1990 book "The Road to Economic Freedom," stated:
"Some processes are necessarily gradual, while other
changes will have to be introduced at a single stroke, even
if this causes a rude shock. A major surgery of the latter
kind is described and proposed in Chapter 2 tin which
Kornai writes about financial stabilization involving
sharp reduction of government budget deficits and of
restrictions on cheap bank credits for the state sectorj. ...
it is imperative that such a single and drastic surgical
intervention be carried out as soon as possible.... it is cru–
cial to accurately determine for each point on our agenda
whether it belongs to the gradual processes necessitating
small steps, or whether it is part of the package of regula–
tions that must be executed at one stroke."
Here was born the notion that a reform program must
start with a shock in the area of financial stabilization,
and be supported by a series of measures in other areas
(privatization, revision of tax systems, opening up of
trade relations, development of financial support sys–
tems for the unemployable and unemployed, etc.). The
latter supporting steps came to be labeled "therapy" by
the Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs, in connection with
his work as consultant to the Polish government in early
1990. The Polish program of reform led by Finance
Minister Leszek Balcerowicz thus came to be known as
"shock therapy."
From then on, the opponents of reform, the critics, the

public and politicians, focused on the dramatic appeal of
the word "shock," and semantic confusion began, ignor–
ing, or conveniently forgetting, the real meaning of ther–
apy. Not only in the economic logic of Kornai or
Balcerowicz, but even in the medical concept, shock
therapy is a gradual process, beginning with a shock to
one part of the body as one part of the treatment, but
inevitably relying for the healing process on a longterm, gradual process to sustain the effect of the shock.
One without the other is useless.
І do not know of a single economist (in Ukraine or
elsewhere) favoring "shock" financial stabilization as a
necessary first step, who disagrees with the need for
gradual therapy in most other elements of the transition
programs. There are of course differences on whether
privatization is a two– or five-year process, whether a
voucher system or privileged sale to the workers and
managers is better, and so on. But all who label them–
selves as proponents of rapid reform agree one part of it
must be done quickly (financial discipline and stabiliza–
tion) and also agree most other elements need to begin
immediately, but then proceed gradually.
it is unfortunate that the term "shock therapy" was
invented, because its dramatic and categorical tone has
resulted in a lot of semantic games being played by vari–
ous people defending their own interest.
The real debate should focus on questions such as:
why have we not seen a serious start on real privatiza–
tion but allowed instead those in a better position to pro–
ceed with "prykhvatyzatsiya"; Why delay taking the
measures so many advise are necessary to reduce infla–
tion, that is, reduce the easy access to enormous credits
for the state sector from the banking system?
it is time to stop the futile semantics about "shock
therapy" — a term that would make the Queen in
"Alice in Wonderland," happy. This Queen would
explain, "it means exactly what 1 say it means." it is
time to begin a long-delayed process of financial stabi–
lization and economic reform — a process all wiil agree
cannot be finished quickly, but which becomes, like all
difficult things, more difficult the longer it is postponed.
Equal conditions: a race
between a bicycle and a volga
it is widely understood and agreed that one of the
most important elements of economic transition is a
shift from almost complete state ownership to consider–
able private ownership in some form. Laws of the
Parliament of Ukraine on property rights and on the pri–
vatization process have been in place for some time, yet
very little progress on this transformation is visible, be it
in private apartments, in small retail business, in indus–
try or on the land.
Many different reasons are given by many different peo–
ple: there is not enough money to buy up the state-owned
assets; city bureaucracies oppose privatization; people are
not ready to be farmers or entrepreneurs; kolhosp directors
are not ready to give land to farmers; the law does not
allow full ownership rights; various market institutions and
infrastructure need to be built up first; and so on.
І will not try to judge the pros and cons of ell these
arguments. І would like simply to discuss the concept of
"equal conditions for all forms of ownership," which is
frequently mentioned in connection with the transforma–
tion process, it is an eminently reasonable and fair con–
cept, and in the abstract, equal conditions are certainly
the appropriate treatment a civilized society should
extend to all its citizens and all groupings of such citi–
zens wishing to engage in economic activity. (One is
tempted to ask: What would have happened to the
socialist experiment if the "equal conditions" concept
had been applied in 1917?)
in practice, there are a few difficulties with this con–
cept which, unfortunately, acts as a brake on the process
of privatization, in general, the starting conditions as of
August 24, 1991, were overwhelmingly more favorable
for the state-owned or "collective" units than for the
minuscule private sector.
First is the simple matter of direct control over very
large existing assets by the directorate elite in industry
and agriculture, a great power they are not happy to give
up. Those wishing to try a private venture do not have
such large resources at their command. Second, even if a
new private entity has accumulated financial capital, it
faces far more difficulty than the state sector in acquir–
ing a building or office space, in its search for needed
supplies of raw materials, energy and so on.
The continuation of an ersatz-central planning network, in the form of an exchange of government purchases for government supplies of needed materials,
(Continued on page 18)
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Ukrainian studies: The Canadian institute and opportunities for expansion, consolidation
The following is cm overview of the
activities
and current status of the
Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies,
as well as current
conditions
of
Ukrainian studies in North America and
Ukraine, as related by Dr. Frank Sysyn,
director of the Peter Jacyk Center for
Ukrainian Historical Research at the
C1US, and former acting director of the
ClUS. Dr. Sysyn spoke to Weekly staff
writer Andrij Wynnyckyj in Toronto in
early January.
On Dr. Bohdan Krawchenko's legacy:
As of January l, Dr. Bohdan
Krawchenko officially resigned as director
of the ClUS; he will remain on staff as a
research associate. He had been in
Ukraine, initially on sabbatical and then on
an extended leave of absence in Kyyiv.
Two things will go down to Dr.
Krawchenko's particular merit following
his five-year tenure as director. The first is
that he was very active in pursuing all
opportunities to establish ties with Ukraine,
as soon as they presented themselves.
This has proven very helpful for the
ClUS as it took on an active role in pub–
lishing in Ukraine and in organizing
research projects. This turning of the
institute toward Ukraine was greatly
facilitated by Dr. Krawchenko.
His other great merit was his grasp of
opportunities available in the late 1980s,
in the form of matching funds programs
of the province of Alberta, to collect
endowments for the ClUS. He was able

The
Ukrainian
National
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a listing of
phone numbers,
addresses
UNA Home Office
30 Montgomery St. (third floor)
Jersey City, NJ 07302
(201)451-2200
UNA Washington Office
400 N. Capitol St. NW - Suite 859
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 347-UNAW
FAX (202) 347-8631
Svoboda Ukrainian Daily
30 Montgomery St. (mezzanine)
Jersey City, NJ 07302
(201) 434-0237, -0807, -3036
UNA Estate Soyuzivka
Foordemoore Road
Kerhonkson, NY 12446
(914)626-5641
The Ukrainian Weekly
30 Montgomery St. (mezzanine)
Jersey City, NJ 07302
(201)434-0237,

to establish a rapport with the donor
community throughout Canada and the
U.S. and convince them that the opportu–
nity was unique, and as it turns out, available for a very short time.
initially, the matching ratio was 2:1,
then it was dollar for dollar, and now the
o p p o r t u n i t y does not exist at all.
However, the community responded very
well to the effort Dr. Krawchenko led.
This effort was extremely important
for the ClUS of today, it established a
firm group of supporters for the institute
— supporters whose assistance we need
all the more now that the University of
Alberta, the parent institution, is facing
all manner of financial cuts.
As a result, the e n d o w m e n t s then
established have begun to account for a
significant proportion of the ClUS's budget, the functioning of our scholars, the
exchange programs we conduct with
Ukraine etc. ...
On the role of ClUS acting directors:
During Dr. Krawchenko's absence we
proceeded with the project of redirecting
the institute to suit the changing times, in
the early 1990s, the C l U S was very
involved with events in Ukraine, in keep–
ing the wider public informed about
events taking place there through the
media, but we were also involved in com–
pleting the five-volume Encyclopedia of
Ukraine, which had been a major commit–
ment we had made.
Another goal was to set up new
autonomous structures at the institute and
to bring in new scholars. We were partic–
ularly successful in the latter regard, as we
attracted Dr. Zenon Kohut from the tU.S.l
Defense Department in Washington.
Dr. Kohut is now the ClUS acting
director and has been particularly success–
ful in forming Russian-Ukrainian programs across the continents, for instance,
with the Harriman institute at Columbia
University and with Prof. Kappeler at the
University of Koln in Germany.
As of Dr. Krawchenko's resignation,
Dr. Kohut will continue as acting director
until June 1994, at which time the
appointment of a full director will be
made by a committee struck for that purpose by the University of Alberta. There
is a good chance that Dr. Kohut, who has
been serving as acting director since
January 1993 and who is well acquainted
with the work of the institute, will remain
in a senior administrative capacity.
We have been able to m a k e an
appointment in Ukrainian Canadian stud–
ies, filled by Dr. Frances Swyripa. This
is an area that the ClUS had been com–
mitted to developing, and yet we lacked a
staff faculty appointment in this area.
Dr. Swyripa has just returned from
Lviv where, of course, she made good
contacts for us and for her own research,
but also tapped into the growing interest
in studies about Ukrainians in Canada,
and in Canadian studies in general. The
ClUS will cooperate as much as it can in
that area, perhaps even attracting the
interest of other Canadian institutions, be
they private, governmental or academic.
Marusia Petryshyn joined the ClUS
academic staff as the full-time director of
the U k r a i n i a n L a n g u a g e E d u c a t i o n
Center's, whose main project is the pub–
lication of N O v A , Ukrainian language
development series of instructional material. Prof. Maxim T a r n a w s k y at the
University of Toronto has agreed to take
over the ClUS Press and work to reinvig–
orate it.
This has been aided by the completion
of the encyclopedia because this has
freed up staff members to work on edit–
ing manuscripts, producing books and
working in the important area of distrib–
uting these books. Roman Senkus, the

Encyclopedia's chief manuscript editor,
will once again edit the J o u r n a l of
Ukrainian Studies and bring that publica–
tion back up to date.
As a whole, the C l U S ' s publishing
record is excellent. As well as the
Encyclopedia, the many monographs and
research reports that have come out have
been extremely important for every branch
of Ukrainian studies. Our press also has a
responsibility to keep the books it has pro–
duced in print, because they are often used
as texts in the courses that have been
taught in North America and elsewhere,
and can be suggested as additions to the
syllabi in order to round out the reading
list for courses in Eastern Europe....
On grants and scholarships:
The ClUS, primarily through its offices
in Edmonton at the University of Alberta,
has traditionally worked to extend and
strengthen scholarship. This has been
done throughout Canada with its contacts,
grants, etc., particularly in cooperation
with the C a n a d i a n F o u n d a t i o n for
Ukrainian Studies (CFUS).
One of the ways we have managed to
do this with the CFUS is through the
revamped Neporany Fellowship, initially
a post-doctoral fellowship, then an
exchange fellowship with Ukraine, it is
now granted to a scholar with the condition
that a course will be taught at an academic
institution anywhere, whether in Canada,
the U.S., Ukraine or elsewhere, in the first
year that this program will be operating
this way, Dr. Andrii Krawchuk will be
teaching courses in Ukrainian social and
Church history at St. Paul University's
Sheptytsky institute in Ottawa.
We had at least 10 good applications
for this last year, in this fashion, we
hope to inspire other academic institu–
tions to echo such programs. This way
people will keep applying and their will
be the institutional will to keep Ukrainian
studies programs going....
On the climate for Ukrainian studies:
We are facing a period of horrendous
cuts to the university system throughout
Canada and throughout North America as
a whole, it is proving difficult to develop
Ukrainian studies in this climate. This has
begun to undermine traditional programs
of strength, such as those at the two other
major prairie institutions, the University of
M a n i t o b a and the University of
Saskatchewan. We have managed to
shore up our position at the University of
Alberta, but we will also feel the cuts to
our parent institution is subjected.
This means we have to work all the
harder, because this climate has discour–
aged universities from going into our
field. Of course, because of the changing
political reality in the world, there is also
a climate of greater understanding for
Ukrainian studies.
We are well positioned to take advan–
tage of this. We have been working close–
ly with the Harriman institute at the
University of C o l u m b i a , with Profs.
Alexander Motyl and Mark von Hagen, to
promote Ukrainian studies there, and to
target places where they could be raised
to a level of prominence and importance.
My own case provides a good example
of the different climate for Ukrainian
studies. Last summer 1 spent some time
on a leave of a b s e n c e at Stanford
University in California, where 1 was
able to pursue my own research, but also
to teach a course in Ukrainian history and
in Eastern European history, in fact, І
was there primarily because 1 was invited
as a visiting professor to do a seminar in
Ukrainian history.
There is a great interest in the field out
on the West Coast. І was able to serve as
an intermediary for the Ukrainian com–

Dr. Frank Sysyn
munity in the San Francisco area to fund
at least one course in Ukrainian language
in the coming year, and it appears that
Stanford wants to pursue this.
The Russian-Ukrainian project, which
Dr. Kohut is pursuing from our (C1USJ
end, has been taken up by the people
from Columbia. They have shown a def–
inite commitment to this effort, but they
are in the same position as the rest of the
academic world: they are looking for
financial support, whether through grant
proposals directed at the government, or
through endowments provided by indi–
viduals or groups from the community.
Dr. Kohut and 1 traveled to Harvard
this fall to try to restore the directors'
meetings that had once been held by the
two institutes fthe ClUS and the Harvard
Ukrainian Research institute, HUR1J.
One of the items we sought to bring to
the agenda was a broadening of vision of
individual academics.
While everyone has responsibilities
and is loyal and obligated to one's insti–
tution, we have to think in broader ways,
in Canada, this means we have to work
to preserve Ukrainian studies at a time of
great cuts in funding, in the U.S., it
means getting Ukrainian studies intro–
duced into the curricula of major institu–
tions, at least in strategic areas....
On targeting non-Ukrainians:
in terms of targeting the expansion of
Ukrainian studies at non-Ukrainians, this
has already been underway for some time.
Many of the scholars applying for the
courses, grants and scholarships we offer
are non-Ukrainians. People in the com–
munity, academic and otherwise, as well
as in the media turn to us when they wish
to pursue matters in our field of expertise.
We also have the good fortune of hav–
ing two very solid and well-known histori–
ans, John Paul Himka and David Marples,
who have succeeded in attracting many
people of non-Ukrainian descent into the
field. Some of them are going on to com–
plete their Ph.D.s at other institutions,
including one who will be studying at
Harvard under Prof. Roman Szporluk.
This will probably happen more and
more, so it is imperative that we continue
to have the resources to help the prospec–
tive entrants into the field.
We also try to reach out by attending
many conferences. During the confer–
ences and seminars at Stanford, 1 was
struck by the number of graduate and
undergraduate students who were inter–
ested in doing something concerning
Ukraine. We have a responsibility to
(Continued on page 12)
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Between Moscow and Rome: the struggle for the Greek-Catholic Patriarchate
by Serhii Plokhy
CONCLUSION
vatican politics
in May 1991, on his trip to the United States,
Archbishop Sterniuk spoke about the consecration of the
Greek-Catholic bishops for Belarus and Russia, very
soon, however, the initial optimism of the leader of the
clandestine Church gave way to deep concern over the
future of the Ukrainian Catholic Church. For Russia and
other former Soviet republics, the pope ordained not
Greek-Catholic but Roman Catholic bishops, continuing a
pattern established in central and eastern Ukraine. The
Greek-Catholic parishes in neighboring Poland remained
under the jurisdiction of the primate of the Polish Roman
Catholic Church. Also, the question of subordination of
the Greek-Catholic Eparchy in Transcarpathia to the Lviv
Metropolitan See has remained unresolved.
Many of the current problems in the relations
between the vatican and Ukrainian Catholics have their
origins in previous conflicts and misunderstandings
between the two sides that date back to the 1960s and
the 1970s. Today, as before, the issues of the recogni–
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic Patriarchate and preserva–
tion of the Eastern traditions of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church largely depend on the provisions of vatican pol–
icy toward Moscow. While the restoration of Ukrainian
independence in 1991 changed a lot in world politics, it
brought little, if any, change to the vatican's approach
toward the problems of ecumenical dialogue. There has
been little understanding of the fact that the Moscow
Patriarchate has lost almost all of its parishes in western
Ukraine and has been preoccupied more with the
Orthodox autocephaly in all of Ukraine than with the
threat of the Uniate offensive in Galicia.
Even before the formal legalization of the GreekCatholic Church in Ukraine, in the course of negotiations
between the representatives of the vatican and the
Moscow Patriarchate in January 1989, both sides agreed
that the Union of Brest could not be considered an appro–
priate form for future Christian unity and should make
way for ecumenical dialogue between the two Churches.
This approach has long been promoted by the Pontifical
Council for Christian Unity and it was probably not entire–
ly accidental that most of the vatican's delegation to the
negotiations in Moscow were members of that Council.
The restoration of the Greek-Catholic Church in
Ukraine has caused serious problems for the vatican's
relations with Moscow. There is little doubt that the lat–
ter agreed to the legalization of the Greek-Catholics and
mutual deliberations with the vatican only under the
pressure of the civil authorities in the Gorbachev admin–
istration. Being forced to pursue the main provisions of
the governmental policy toward the Greek-Catholics, the
Moscow Patriarchate struck back with the accusation
that the vatican was using force and practicing prose–
lytism in Ukraine. The "corporate Union," whose main
product was the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, was
viewed by the Orthodox leaders as the major threat to
Orthodoxy on the territory of the former USSR.
Facing the deterioration of Orthodox-Catholic rela–
tions, some influential Catholic politicians from the
Council for the Promotion of Church Unity accused
Ukrainian Catholics of causing problems in the CatholicOrthodox dialogue and made the whole atmosphere in
the vatican very unfavorable for the Greek– Catholics, in
September of 1991, after the proclamation of Ukrainian
independence, the prefect of the Pope's Council for
Church Union, Cardinal Cassidy, reportedly stated that
the emergence of an independent Ukraine was a threat to
ecumenical dialogue. The vatican was the 103rd state to
recognize the independence of Ukraine.
The Moscow Patriarchate managed to mobilize the
world Orthodox community, including eastern patri–
archs, in its action against the vatican. The ordination of
Roman Catholic bishops for bishoprics in Russia
brought the ecumenical dialogue between Moscow and
the vatican to the brink of collapse.
The Moscow Patriarchate claims as Orthodox believ–
ers almost 100 percent of the adult Russian population
in the former Soviet Union and does not want any sig–
nificant presence of the Catholic Church there.
According to the Rev. Dr. Andrij Chirovsky, director of
the Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky institute of Eastern
Christian Studies at St. Paul University in Ottawa, there
Serhii Plokhy is head of the Sector on Religious
Affairs at the institute of Ukrainian
Archaeography,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kyyiv, and a research
fellow of the Peter Jacyk Center of Ukrainian Historical
Research, Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies,
University of Alberta.

have been three main tendencies in the vatican policy
toward the Greek-Catholic Church. The first is connected
to the desire of certain circles in Rome to support the
Church and give it due respect for its struggle and survival
under the Communist regime. The other two tendencies
are manifest among two groups within the vatican's lead–
ership: the "ecumenists" and "centralists."
Both groups are hostile to the idea of a Ukrainian
Patriarchate. The "ecumenists" are mainly preoccupied
with dialogue with Moscow; the "centralists" oppose
any decentralization of world Catholicism. These forces
refuse to take into account the theological and historical
arguments offered by proponents of the Ukrainian
Patriarchate, who affirm the ancient tradition of the
Kyyivan Church, commonly viewed as an intermediary
between East and West.
There can be little doubt that the vatican and the pro–
ponents of the Ukrainian Patriarchate, although both
base their respective arguments on the decisions of the
Second vatican Ecumenical Council, see the legacy of
this council from different perspectives.
Under such circumstances, the leaders of the GreekCatholic Church increasingly placed their hopes on the
personal support of the pope, in April 1993, Cardinal
Lubachivsky, in his statement on the intention to build
the patriarchal cathedral in Kyyiv, asserted:
"1 remind you all that the holy father, John Paul 11,
the pope of Rome, himself stated, in the presence of the
28 bishops of our Ukrainian Greek– Catholic Church: T
no longer see any obstacle to the proclamation of a
Patriarchate.'"
The same confidence in the pope's support was
expressed by the vatican's emissary to the Toronto
Eparchy, Bishop Hrynchyshyn, who stated in an interview with The Ukrainian Weekly:
"The pope has repeatedly come out in our defense —
many times. Fm sure he hasn't changed his mind. There
might have been some statements made, but that is cer–
tainly not what the holy father thinks."
According to Bishop Hrynchyshyn, the pope has been
inclined to extend the power of the Lviv metropolitan
beyond the borders of Ukraine, so that he could exercise
the same power in Ukraine and over the eparchies of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in North and South America,
Europe and Australia.
On July 12, 1993, the decisions of the Church Synod
of 1993 — those approved by Rome — were officially
announced. They included creation of the four new
eparchies (Ternopil, Kolomyia-Chernivtsi, Zboriv and
Sambir-Drohobych) as well as creation of the Patriarchal
Curia. Though the patriarchal structure of the Church
was not fully recognized by the vatican, the move could
be considered as the major victory of the patriarchal
movement. "The only thing we are still waiting for is the
declaration of the title of the patriarch," said the newly
appointed chancellor of the Patriarchal Curia, Msgr.
Dacko in his comment on the announcement.
Church-state relations
The re-emergence of the Ukrainian state has created a
new environment for the activity of the Greek-Catholic
Church. The main goals of state policy toward the
Greek-Catholics have been made public on a number of
occasions by government officials both in Lviv and
Kyyiv. in May 1992, in his statement to the Synod of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church, Mykola Horyn, the head
of the Lviv Oblast Council, strongly supported the idea
of the Greek Catholic Patriarchate:
"Today's Synod is being held in circumstances which
greatly differ from all the situations in the long history
of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, it is the first
time it is being held in an independent state. And therefore the question of a Patriarchate and Patriarch is
immensely important as a certain symbol of an indepen–
dent country, and as the way to ecumenism between all
Ukrainian Christians."
Mr. Horyn's statement reflected the position of the
local authorities in Galicia and the lay Greek-Catholic
intelligentsia that was extremely active in the fight for
Ukrainian independence.
Kyyiv's official approach to the problems of the
Greek-Catholic Church was expressed in August 1992
by none other than President Leonid Kravchuk. in his
speech on the occasion of the transfer of the remains of
Patriarch Josyf Slipyj from Rome to Lviv, President
Kravchuk called for the unity of Ukrainian people of all
Christian confessions. He did not address the issue of
the Patriarchate, but stressed that in the independent
state there should be a Church free from foreign inter-–
vention, and severely criticized attempts by foreign reli–
gious centers to interfere in the religious life of Ukraine.
Though President Kravchuk's statement came at a time

of severe crisis in Kyyiv-Moscow relations over the issue
of the autocephaly of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church,
there were no signals sent out that the general approach to
the problem of Church-state relations did not relate to the
Greek-Catholic Church. Later, one of the officials of the
Church even complained that such an approach could cre–
ate certain problems for the Church. Partly responding to
such concerns, President Kravchuk mentioned in his 1993
Easter greetings to the Christians of Ukraine that in
Ukraine there are no Churches that are "ours" or "not
ours," i.e. national or foreign, and that the government had
been treating all of the confessions equally.
in fact, there are two levels in the decision-making
process toward the problems of the Church-state rela–
tions in Ukraine. While the central authorities, being
generally supportive of the national movements within
all of the nation's Churches, declare their support also to
the Greek-Catholics, on the local level there is no unity
in governmental policy toward Ukrainian Catholics.
Authorities in Galicia, the stronghold of the Church, are
definitely pro-Greek-Catholic, while the local adminis–
trations in central and eastern Ukraine grant their support to the Ukrainian Orthodox Churches, either of the
Kyyiv or Moscow Patriarchates.
Thus a negative attitude toward the Greek-Catholic
Church was demonstrated by the local authorities in
Kyyiv. There the Church had to give up its attempts to
obtain from the state one of the church buildings in the
central part of the city and announced its plans to build the
cathedral on its own. The lack of understanding between
the city authorities and the Church caused two Western
ambassadors to Ukraine in 1992 — U.S. Ambassador
Roman Popadiuk and Canada's Charge d' Affaires Nestor
Gayowsky, both Ukrainian Catholics, to participate in the
Sunday services of the local Greek-Catholic community
held in front of the closed church. The city government
was also unable to prevent the incident that occurred in
July of 1993 near the Church of St. Cyril in Kyyiv, when
the Orthodox protesters did not allow Cardinal
Lubachivsky and the papal nuncio to Ukraine, Cardinal
Antonio Franco, to serve divine liturgy in the church.
Nevertheless, in view of the main provisions of state
policy toward the Greek-Catholic Church, many of the
current attempts of the vatican to delay recognition of
patriarchal status for the Church and to limit the territory
under the jurisdiction of the Lviv See seems to come
into conflict with the interests of the state. Certainly,
there have been some aspects in current vatican-Lviv
relations which are of special concern to an independent
Ukraine. The first relates to the jurisdiction of the
Mukachiv bishopric in Transcarpathia and touches the
issue of territorial integrity of the Ukrainian state; the
second — to the jurisdiction of the Peremyshl GreekCatholic Eparchy in Poland and hence affects the devel–
opment of Ukrainian-Polish relations.
"Our capital city of Kyyiv"
Both Archbishop Sterniuk's statement on the unity of
the Churches and the conflict within the Toronto
Eparchy pressed Cardinal Lubachivsky to act. in a state–
ment on February 15, 1993, he recognized the problems
that exist in vatican-Ukrainian relations over the issues
of the territorial jurisdiction and the Church's role in the
ecumenical process. On the one hand this demonstrated
to the cardinal's flock that the would-be patriarch shared
their concern over the vatican's Eastern policy, and on
the other sent a signal to the vatican that tensions within
the Church were so high that he could not keep the situ–
ation under control. On April 27, 1993, Cardinal
Lubachivsky came forward with another statement in
which he announced the plan to build a Greek-Catholic
cathedral in Kyyiv. The move had to accelerate the
process toward confirmation of patriarchal structures by
the vatican. The erection of the patriarchal cathedral in
Kyyiv should also justify the desire of the Church to
name its Patriarchate that of Kyyiv and Halych and lend
support to the Church's desire to extend its jurisdiction
over the vast territories of eastern Ukraine, in the
announcement Cardinal Lubachivsky stated:
"Bearing in mind the patriarchal structure of the Kyyiv–
Halych Patriarchate of our Church and the decision of the
Lviv Synod to revive the Eparchy of Chernihiv–
vyshhorod with its seat in Kyyiv (the see responsible for
all our parishes in eastern, central and southern Ukraine),
we intend to build a patriarchal sobor for the Ukrainian
Greek-Catholic Church in our capital city of Kyyiv.
"As the head of the Ukrainian-Greek Catholic
Church, with the help of God, 1 dare to head this holy
and essential action of our people of God in the name of
the existence and development of our Church throughout the sovereign territory of the independent Ukrainian
(Continued on page 14)
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reforms at a more rapid pace, the very
existence of many schools of every kind,
whether secondary or post-secondary,
(Continued from page 10)
will be very much in doubt. Our work in
ensure that their interest does not wane,
conducting research in conjunction with
and that they are given full encourage–
Lviv University is an attempt to establish
ment to pursue it....
formal ties to a Ukrainian institution.
All of this requires a tremendous amount
On problems in Ukraine:
of time and effort.
in Ukraine, the problem is not so
in fact, what we need is a plan of
much decentralization of institutions and
action to provide Ukraine with assis–
concentration of effort in Kyyiv —
tance in terms of personnel and otheralthough the country does need to have
wise as their academic institutions begin
universities and schools throughout the
to collapse financially. We must ensure
east, west and southeast — but the prob–
that we don't lose talented people in the
lem inherent in the poor quality of some
field.
of the institutions themselves. The main
These collapses are happening every–
obstacle to their improvement is that
where in Eastern Europe, but the circum–
many are staffed by people who are very
stances
are particularly dire in Ukraine,
resistant to change.
in Poland, for example, there have been
Until we are able to proceed with
scholars out of work for some time now,
but the situation is nowhere near as dis–
astrous as in Ukraine, where we have
people who are just beginning to think
anew being discouraged from pursuing a
(Continued from page 3)
life in academics.
however, that details would not be
it takes a long time to begin to think
released until t h e presidents of the anew, if one looks at textbooks in
respective countries had a chance to
Ukraine, in some cases pathetic to see
review them. Mr. Buteyko added that the
how little things have changed. The
negotiations "took into consideration
names written about are changed, but the
remarks by deputies" during the START
attitudes toward them are constant.
І ratification debate in Parliament on
We also need more people. We need
February 3.
more positions in North America. We
Dmytro Pavlychko, chairman of the
are not going to be able to provide the
P a r l i a m e n t ' s Committee on Foreign
services we need, nor be able to provide
Affairs, said he was told the document
slots for our graduates if more positions
specifies the amount of compensation.
are not established.
He refused to comment further.
it is one thing for someone to write
vice-Premier Уаіегіу Shmarov, who
one article on Ukrainian affairs and go
headed the Ukrainian delegation, had
back to their primary field of endeavor,
told interfax before the talks got under
it even carries a certain cachet of objec–
way on February 8 that the agenda
tivity. This is to be greeted, but what we
included determining the value of the really need is the full-time dedication
nuclear warheads, drawing up schedules
that an academic tenured position entails.
for the nuclear munitions as well as pro– The success of the C1US and the Jacyk
viding for the return of the nuclear mate- Center, HUR1 at Harvard and t h e
rials in the form of nuclear rods for reac–
Harriman institute at Columbia is sometors.
thing that should be emulated by other
institutions, if they do not emulate it,
The Russian delegation was lead by
then the community should encourage
Russian A m b a s s a d o r - a t - L a r g e Yuri
them to do so.
Dubinin.

Canadian institute...
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MIAMI
NEWARK
NEW YORK
TORONTO
WASHINGTON

AIRLINE
Am UKRAINE
Am UKRAINE
AIR UKRAINE
KL,LH,SR
AY, KL, LH, OK, OS, SK
KL
LH, SAS
AY, LH
LH, MA, SK
AY, KL, LH, OK, SR
KL, LH, OK, SR
AY, LH, SR

1 W

І FREQUENCY

Tue,Fri,Sun NON-STOP
To be advised
1
To be advised

Schedules differ daily
depending on carrier.
Some connections
require forced
overnight.
AY-Finnair

КЦМ) LH-Lufthansa

OK Czechoslovak МА-Malev Hungarian
OS^Austrian SK-Scandinavian

SR-Swissair

Nov-Mar 1 SeplOcl AprtMay 1 Hi

JunSJulSAug i l l

S 550
1
S 650 est j S 750 est
One way adult and children's fares
to Kyyiv are available upon request
S 918 est
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51018

S
S
S
S
S
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S 828 est ЦІ
S 939 est 1
S1225 est ЦІ
S 818 est ЦІ

toLvivf
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S 800
NEW YORK
CZECHOSLOVAK
S 650
S 725
Mon via Prague
S 775
S 725
CHICAGO
CZECHOSLOVAK
Mon via Prague
S 900
Connections to Lviv are possible via WarsawfPraguefl
Budapest from any gateway citynі USA or Canada. Please call for details.

NEWARK - Lviv - NEWARK 1
SCOPE Exclusive

FROM

1 NEW YORK

AIRLINE
BA-HAIR UKRAINE

-f Air Ukraine

І

SPECIFIC DATES ONLY

щ

NO mix^tmatch
NO credit cards

ESCORTED A1R ONLY DEPARTURE Я
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1
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Depart
May 25
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Jul 27
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Cost
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Jul 07
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1
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Ц

to WAX О FRANKivSKl
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Statement...

assistance to support such efforts.
10. Both sides recognized that defense
conversion is a priority for the successful
(Continued from page 2)
transition of the Ukrainian economy. The
promotion of commercial relations
Ukrainian delegation discussed this sub–
between the two countries.
ject at the U.S. Department of Defense.
6. The U.S. side welcomed Ukraine's
The two sides agreed to hold the first ses–
commitment to the enforcement of U.N.
sion of a U.S.-Ukraine Committee on
sanctions against Serbia7Montenegro and
the Conversion of Defense industry in
noted the cost these sanctions impose on
the Ukrainian economy. The U.S. has Kyyiv in March. The committee will dis–
taken the lead in organizing a conference cuss defense conversion projects, includ–
ing the issues related to providing financ–
of CSCE states and international organi–
zations in v i e n n a on January 3 1 - ing for housing and retraining of serviceFebruary 1, 1994, to review the hardships men released in connection with disarma–
ment and demobilization.
these sanctions impose on frontline
11. As a result of negotiations held at
states, such as Ukraine, and to draw
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, both
international support to help these coun–
sides
agreed to expand cooperation and
tries cope with the sanctions.
7. Both sides agreed to cooperate on a the U.S. side agreed to provide technical
a s s i s t a n c e and financial a s s i s t a n c e ,
bilateral basis and to explore cooperation
within the framework of existing multi- specifically concessional credits, in the
lateral institutions in the field of outer- field of agriculture. A delegation from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture will
space. They agreed to hold a meeting of
experts in February to consider specific visit Ukraine in February 1994 to consid–
er practical ways of rendering such tech–
issues and projects in this area.
nical and financial assistance.
8. The United States places the high–
12. The Ukrainian delegation met with
est priority on the success of democratic
and market-oriented reform in Ukraine. representatives of the 1MF and the 1BRD
Taking into account that Ukraine plays a to discuss the role these institutions can
play in providing resources in support of
stabilizing role in the region, its econom–
Ukraine's transition to a market econo–
ic and political security is of critical
importance to the United States and to my. The U.S. is prepared to work with its
Europe. The United States presented its G-7 partners and with the international
plans for substantially expanded support financial institutions to urgently mobilize
to Ukraine in 1994. This will include, additional assistance in support of a com–
inter alia, increased technical assistance prehensive reform program worked out
between Ukraine and the 1MF. The U.S.
and additional ОРІС financing and guar–
expressed concern over Ukraine's diffi–
antees in support of American invest–
ment in Ukraine, as well as increased cult energy situation and its readiness to
emergency humanitarian assistance to work with Ukraine on a bilateral and
multilateral basis to help it adjust to
ease the social consequences of transi–
tion. The United States provides this increased energy costs as part of a broad–
er reform program.
a s s i s t a n c e in support of Ukrainian
reform and for this assistance to contin–
13. The Ukrainian delegation also pre–
ue and be effective, reform must pro–
pared the groundwork for President
ceed.
Kravchuk's visit to Washington, now
scheduled for March 1994. The visit will
9. The U.S. side will increase funding
be an opportunity to consider a bilateral
for the safe and secure dismantlement of
Charter
of
American-Ukrainian
strategic nuclear arms as well as conven–
Partnership, Friendship and Cooperation
tional weapons destruction. Recognizing
that will reaffirm our commitment to the
that the safe and secure dismantlement of
Ukrainian strategic nuclear arms, to independence, sovereignty and territorial
which President Kravchuk agreed, integrity of each nation as well as a num–
ber of other important bilateral agree–
enhances the security for the United
States and the entire world, the U.S. ments, including treaties on bilateral
urges and will continue to urge other investment and the avoidance of double
taxation.
states to provide financial and technical
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important information
regarding advertisements in "Svoboda" and "The Ukrainian Weekly."
Some businesses, organizations and private individuals have been
sending their ads to an incorrect (incomplete) address. This causes
delays in publication of text, which in turn results in customer complaints.
Please address all advertising correspondence to Maria Szeparowycz,
Advertising Manager. Svoboda Administration.

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

announces

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR THE ACADEMiC YEAR

1994795

According to the June 1988 eligibility requirements
a)

The scholarships will be awarded to FULL-ТІМЕ UNDERGRADU–
ATE STUDENTS (studying towards their first bachelor's degree)
attending accredited colleges or universities and to HlGH SCHOOL
GRADUATES who will be attending such institutions of higher
learning in the filing calendar year. Graduate students are ineligible
to apply.

b)

The candidate must have been an ACTivE DUES-PAYlNG UNA
MEMBER for at least TWO YEARS by the end of March of the fil–
ing year.

Applicants will be judged on the basis of:
1. financial need
2. course of study
3. scholastic record
4. involvement in Ukrainian community and student life DUE DATES
for applications and documents:
Your completed, signed 8c dated application due by March 31, 1994.
All required documents 8a photograph due by May 1, 1994.
To apply for the 1994795 scholarship you must use
the NEW APPLlCATlON FORM which can be obtained by writing to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302

DO YOU: Have friends or relatives from outside of the United States

Thinking about buying a home?

visiting you?
WHAT lF: They become sick of suffer a serious injury?
WHO: Pays the madical bills that might be incurred as a result of that
sickness or injury?

The U k r a i n i a n N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n

ARE YOU: Willing and financially able to pay those medical bills for

offers its members

them?

THERE lS A BETTER WAY
e

Low Fixed Rate Mortgage

^

For 1-3 Family

Owner

і

Quick Appraisal

'

Low Closing

^

Fast and Friendly

Loans

Occupied

and

Homes

Approval

Fees
Service

Thinking about refinancing?

The Ukrainian National Association markets short term medical insurance
for foreign nationals visiting the United States.

FEATURING
Hospital inpatient and out-patient benefits'
Coverage for cost of prescription drugs'
Usual and customary fees of a physician, surgeon, or radiologist covered'
No medical questions asked to obtain coverage ^
Emergency reunion7Repatriation benefit
Accidental Death and Dismemberment coverage included
Coverage available for 15 days to 12 months

Take t h e r i g h t s t e p . C a l l u s a b o u t rates,
t e r m s and m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n at

1 ( 8 0 0 ) 2 5 3 - 9 8 6 2 ( e x c e p t N.J.) or
(201)451-2200

' Subject to deductible, coinsurance, and maximum policy limits
^ Pre-existing conditions are not covered
For more information as to coverage and cost, call at the UNA
Financial Services Department nationally at (800) 253-9862 or,
in Eastern Pennsylvania, at (610) 821-5800.
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Between...
(Continued from page 11)

СОЮЗІЄКА
SOYUZIVKA
STAY AT SOYUZIVKA
BUT ENJOY...
ONLY 2 Miles From Soyuzivka
Relax in front of a roaring fire in our Main House or Kyyiv Lobby after
a day of winter activities here in the snow covered Catskills.
Ukrainian Gift Shop will be open upon request.
CALL NOW FOR RESERvATlONS: (914) 626-5641
OR FAX US (914) 626-4638
Soyuzivka Accepts visa, MastercardfcAmex.
Enjoy our off season rates!!!

Winter
Fun Park 1

Skiing . . . And Much,
Much More!

December 19th, 1993 to March 13th, 1994
Operating Hours: Day 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Evening 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. on selected dates^
YOUR "ADMlSSlON T O T H E PARK" PASS O F S15
lNCLUDES T H E FOLLOWlNG:
4

SERPENTlNE SLED RUN - Be seated, lie back and pilot your own sled. You'll slide thru 300 feet of fun
filled curves on our snakelike run.
4
SNOW TUBlNG - The newest sledding sensation with custom snowtubes and a snowtube lift that returns
you to the top.,.on your snowtube.
WAGON R1DES - Scenic wagon rides throughout our picturesque winter wonderland.
ІСЕ SKAT1NG - Enjoy ice skating on our outdoor pond or indoor rink, Bring your own skates or rent them
from us.

"FUN PARK" ACTiviTlES FOR A FEE
plus applicable State and Local Taxes
SKl LEARNlNG CENTER - Group Ski Lesson and Coaching (2 hours), use of skis, boots and poles, and
ski lift and trails for first time skiers S25
CROSS-COUNTRY SK11NG - Group Ski Lesson and Coaching (2 hours), use of skis, boots and poles, and
cross-country loop for first time skiers S20
HORSEBACK R1D1NG - Scenic guided trail rides
depart hourly from the Park S20
" SNOWMOB1LE R1DES - Experience the thrill of snowmobiling on our private trail S10
SK1RM1SH-PA1NTBALL - Choose your team...
and off we go to combat in our snowy wooded terrain S25

The Winter Fun Park provides a fun-filied time for everyone.
Call in advance to RESERYE YOUR PLACE 1N THE SNOW.
Rent The Park For Your Group Or
Organization - Call For Details

Sunday is Family Day
Noon Till Closing S35 Per Carload

YOUNGSTOWN DlSTRlCT СОММІТТЕЕ
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
announces that its

ANNUAL DlSTRlCT СОММІТТЕЕ MEET1NG
will be held on
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20,1994 at 4:00 PM

at St. Anne's Ukrainian Catholic Church Hall
4310 Kirk Road, Youngstown, Ohio

state and the territories of settlement."
On July 18, 1993, Cardinal Lubachivsky
blessed the site for the new cathedral in
Kyyiv in the presence of the papal nuncio.
Greek-Catholics never managed to obtain
the church building in the central region of
Kyyiv to serve as their cathedral and the
decision to build the church provided a
solution to the problem. But in a broader
context, the issue of the Kyyivan cathedral
helps us understand how the Church has
been trying to respond to the major chal–
lenge it has faced in the 20th century — the
challenge of the national idea.
The idea of Ukrainian nationalism that
occupied the minds of the Galician intelli–
gentsia at the turn of the century eventual–
ly turned the Church into one of the major
vehicles of the Ukrainian idea. Galician
nationalists, who accepted the idea of an
independent Ukraine from the Carpathian
mountains in the west to the Don River in
the east, wanted their Church to respond
to this program and to overcome its
regional, strictly Galician character. The
strong desire to maintain dialogue with an
independent Autocephalous Orthodox
Church in eastern Ukraine was one of the
main characteristics of Metropolitan
Andrej Sheptytsky's activity and then was
developed by his successor, Cardinal
Slipyj. For the latter, the establishment of
the all-Ukrainian
Greek-Catholic
Patriarchate of Kyyiv and Halych became
the major idea of his life.
The conflict between the regional char–
acter of the Church and the all-Ukrainian
aspirations of its adherents has been
reflected also in the official approach of
the Church to ecumenical problems. The
goal of the Church in this area has been
viewed as a return to the times of St.
v o l o d y m y r , the prince who baptized
Kyyivan Rus' in 988. At that time, it is
claimed, the Kyyivan (Ukrainian) Church
was part of the Universal Church not yet
divided between East and West. Thus, the
unified Ukrainian Church that should cornprise Ukrainian Catholics and Ukrainian
Orthodox and should be in communion
with both East and West, has been present–
ed as the main goal of the Greek-Catholic
Church. As it was stated by the chancellor
of the Lviv Metropolitanate the Rev.
Dacko, the process of the unification of
Orthodox and Greek-Catholic Churches in
Ukraine depends on the position of the
"Three R o m e s " — the v a t i c a n ,
Constantinople and Moscow. According to
Msgr. Dacko, if those religious centers
pursued the goal of Christian unity, the
prospects for Church unity in Ukraine
would improve considerably.
Though the very idea of the unified
Ukrainian Church does not contradict the
Yatican's views on the provisions of

future Church unity, a strong Ukrainian
Church uniting Orthodox and GreekCatholics would be inconvenient for those
vatican ecumenists who have placed all
their sets on Moscow as well as for those
vatican centralists who do not want to see
strong autonomous Churches.
Conclusions
The restoration of Ukrainian indepen–
dence after the December 1991 referen–
dum in Ukraine created a new environ–
ment for religious activity in the country.
The most dramatic changes took place
within the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
that eventually split into three Orthodox
C h u r c h e s , two of them with auto–
cephalous status and one under the juris–
diction of the Moscow Patriarchate, in the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, under
the influence of the victorious national
ideology, the movement for patriarchal
status for the Church has intensified.
in the 20th century that Church has sus–
tained two major losses caused by the
advance of Ukrainian national ideology.
First was the mass conversion of GreekCatholics to Orthodoxy in the 1920s in the
U.S. and Canada; second — the refusal of
a significant part of the once GreekCatholic parishes to convert back to
Greek-Catholicism after the legalization
of the Church in 1989. in both cases for–
mer Greek-Catholics preferred the more
nationalistically oriented Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church. After
the p r o c l a m a t i o n of the Orthodox
Patriarchate in Ukraine and the restoration
of Ukrainian independence, the GreekCatholic authorities faced new challenges
with respect to Ukrainian national ideolo–
gy and were forced to go forward with the
idea of the Greek-Catholic Patriarchate.
The legalization of the Ukrainian
Greek-Catholic Church in the epoch of
Mikhail Gorbachev's perestroika and glas–
nost has provoked a sharp anti-Catholic
reaction on the part of Moscow
Patriarchate. The conflict that has emerged
after the collapse of the USSR in vatican–
Moscow relations has been extremely deep
and not easy to overcome. Under those cir–
cumstances a new type of dialogue has
been emerging in Ukraine. The dialogue
between Ukrainian Catholics and
Ukrainian Orthodox has been promoted
for decades by Metropolitan Sheptytsky
and Patriarch Slipyj from the GreekCatholic side; and on the part of the
Orthodox Church it was welcomed by the
late Patriarch Mstyslav 1 of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church.
For political reasons, the independent
Ukrainian state also has demonstrated its
deep interest in the promotion of the
ideas of Ukrainian ecumenism. Further
development of the dialogue may depend
first of all on the future actions of the
Ukrainian government.

Obligated to attend the annual meeting as voting members are District Committee
Officers, Convention Delegates and two delegates from the following Branches:

218,230,274,378

GRAND

All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting.
AGENDA:
1. Opening and acceptance of the Agenda
2. verification of quorum
3. Election of presidium
4. Minutes of preceding annual meeting
5. Reports of District Committee Officers
6. Discussion on reports and their acceptance
7. Election of District Committee Officers
8. Presentation by UNA Parma, OH sales office representative
9. Discussion on Convention matters u UNA centennial
10. Discussion and Resolutions
11. Adjournment

DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Estelle Woloshyn, Chairman
Helene Senediak, Secretary
Mary Makar, Treasurer

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP
d j E E per person
^ ^ ^ twin room
includes breakfast
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twin room
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Shades of gray...
(Continued from page 6)
The "good news"
The good news is that perceptions
towards Ukraine are slowly beginning to
change. The electoral success in Russia
of Zhirinovsky and other anti-reform ele–
ments undoubtedly contributed to this
change. Furthermore, the signing by
President Leonid Kravchuk of the trilat–
eral nuclear accord is also beginning to
diminish Western criticism of Ukraine
over this issue.
it must be noted, as well, that even
before independence, Ukraine was not
by any means completely ignored in U.S.
foreign policy7diplomatic circles, despite
its isolation. For example, at various
diplomatic fora of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, such
issues as individual Ukrainian political
prisoners (most of whom, of course,
favored independence), the Ukrainian
Churches, and various other human
rights issues were raised repeatedly with
Soviet authorities and brought to the
international community's attention.
Even then, attitudes and actions con–
cerning Ukraine were somewhat more
nuanced than is generally recognized,
despite an admittedly general tendency
not to support concretely Ukrainian inde–
pendence. This, of course, reflected the
tensions within U.S. foreign policy that
continue to this day. One approach
favored "stability" and the status quo and
saw Ukrainian independence as being
potentially destabilizing or, more often,
simply unrealistic. (How many of us, for
that matter, realistically thought in the
mid-1980s that we would see an indepen–
dent Ukraine in 1991?) On the other hand,
there was an inclination harking back to
the (post–World War 1) Wilson era to support self-determination, especially if it
was achieved through peaceful, democrat–
ic means. Frankly, it was interesting to
observe how the U.S. foreign policy
establishment grappled with these two
oft-conflicting tendencies, especially in
1990 and 1991, as the dissolution of the
Soviet Union became increasingly likely.
The fact is, Ukraine is being paid
attention to now - since independence and not just because of nuclear weapons,
in other words, misperceptions among
some Ukrainians about the U.S., which
cast the U.S. as being pro-Russia, are
also not accurate. U.S.-Ukrainian rela–
tions are not all black or white - there
are many shades of gray.
For better or worse, the attention
being paid to Ukraine received a boost
on January 25 when The Washington
Post published an article stating that a
secret U.S. intelligence analysis predicts
that Ukraine's worsening economic situ–
ation could lead to its break-up. This,
according to the article, "shook up a lot
of people" in the government. While
many people disagree with the dire conelusions reached by the analysis, it has
served the purpose of focusing attention
on Ukraine.
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many editorials in newspapers or by
influential specialists that have a proRussian slant or that have been critical
of Ukraine, especially about its nuclear
policy, or that have displayed ignorance
of Ukrainian history or aspirations. But
the fact of the matter is that there also
are many editorials that display understanding of Ukraine's plight, support
Ukraine's independence and recognize
Ukraine's role as a potential bulwark
against the re-creation of a Russian
e m p i r e . Just w i t h i n a few days in
January when this article was being
drafted, several articles that can only be
c o n s i d e r e d s t r o n g l y f a v o r a b l e to
Ukraine's independence appeared in
major American newspapers such as
The W a s h i n g t o n Post and the Wall
Street Journal, which are read widely by
the U.S. political establishment. One
could also point out that at the same
time there were virtually no articles on
countries such as Argentina or Brazil important countries that also happen to
be much closer to the U.S. Many arti–
cles in the U.S. media on Ukraine, espe–
cially those discussing Ukraine's eco–
nomic situation, a r e , in fact, fairly
objective, if some appear negative, it is
because they reflect the current reality
in Ukraine.
With respect to academia - American
universities slowly are becoming more bal–
anced and overcoming their traditional
focus on Russia. The very fact of
Ukraine's independence forces the issue of
giving Ukraine attention as a separate enti–
ty, and not merely as part of the Soviet
Union, or worse, Russia. Also, Ukrainian
American scholars and Ukrainian studies
programs such as Harvard Ukrainian
Research institute, University of Alberta
(C1US), or Columbia University's
Harriman institute have over the last
decade helped to shape a more serious and
objective approach towards Ukraine. And
more universities are including courses on
Ukraine, among them, George Washington
University in Washington.

CHILDREN OF CHORNOBYL CANADIAN FUND
wishes to thank all those who donated in 1993
in memory of their loved ones
І
І

11

І

І

Adamsky, Michael
Andrusiak, Sawa
Bodnaruk, iwan
Bojkiwsky, Petro
Borowsky, Michael
Bucyk, Bohdan
Cholewka, George
Czornyj, Andrew
Dydiak, Nykola
Fedasiuk, W.
Figol, Mykola
Glawdan, Dr. Helen
Glinski, John
Hoshowsky, Wasyl
Hrycusko, Andrew
Jejna, Peter
Kachur, Rosalia
Kaniuk, viadimir
Kaplan-Filipowych, Sylvia
Kawun, Osyp
Klym, irena
Kozak, Stefan
Lagosky, Olga
Laroque, Norman
Lashukewych, Prokip
Lenyk, ivan
Lesiuk, Ewhenia
Lytwyn, Lev W.
Mallia, John
Martyniuk, George Sc Lena
Matwijiw, Stefan
Mc Namee, S.
Michaluk, Christine
Mryc-Satorska, Nusia

Mychajluk, Wasyl
Odrach, Ruta
Olenych, Nykola
Olarnyk, Roman
Parajchenko, 1.
Pawliczka, Terry
Petlura, irene
Petryszyn, William
Popelyschyn, Harry
Porplycia, Mychajlo
Prytula, Michael
Pylat, Stephania
Pysz, Mike
Rabij, M.
Sawchynskyj, Anna
Semeniuk, Panas
Serednycky, Antonina
Shevchenko, ivan
Shnuriwsky, Stefania
Smindak, Joseph (NY)
Smolynec, Paulina
Solar, Pawlo
Strychowsky, Peter
Sulyma, Matwij
Sworanow, Mike
Szewczuk, Wolodymyr
Szwec, Andre
Taras, Mary
Turjansky, Bohdan
Yuskiw, Bill
Yuzviak-Bobovsky, irena
Zakalyk, Olga
Zobniw, Wira
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POLTAVA KROLOVETS KONOTOP ROMNY OCHTYRKA BILOPILLIA SUMY LUTSK

UNA
TEACHING ENGLISH IN U K R A I N E

1994 PROJECT

interested in teaching English in Ukraine in late May, June or July 1994
in one of many different cities in Ukraine? -

щ
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This is our third year of sponsoring volunteers to teach English in Ukraine.

^

Come and join over 160 teachers who, to date,
have contributed their expertise, time, funds and most important their GOOD W1LL.
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FOR APPLlCATlONS OR FURTHER !NFORMATlON PLEASE CALL

5

о
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g

UNA

І

2
gg

201 451-2200 OR 800 253-9862
Daria Semegen or Oksana Trytjak

g
^

U.S. foreign policy actors
Clearly, U . S . Ukrainian relations
involve far more than the policies of the
current administration, although execu–
tive branch policies have a very impor–
tant, and even determining, role to play.
The media, academia, Congress (which
appropriates the funds for all government
activity) and non-governmental organi–
zations all play somewhat different, yet
very important roles in the formulation
and implementation of U.S. foreign poli–
cy objectives.
The media has a major influence in
shaping the thinking of policy-makers
in the executive branch as well as in
Congress. Undoubtedly, there have been

52
Й
g
2
Q
Щ

- volunteers will be provided with roomTboard by our co-sponsor "Prosvita" in Ukraine
- volunteers will travel to Ukraine at own expense
- UNA will fund all textbooks and teaching materials
- UNA will sponsor a 1 day Workshop for all volunteers
- Evening or Day Courses to be taught 4 hours a day, 5 days a week, 4 full weeks
- Departure dates from New York : May 27, June 3, June 17, June 24, July 01, July 08

5:
Ц
S
g
g
g

1
^

- Deadline for applications including resume MARCH 11, 1994

n
U

ZAPORIZZHIA IVANO FRANKIVSK SYMFEROPIL FEODOZIA ALUSHTA SAKY YALTA ZHYTOMYR UZHOROD UMAN CHERNIHIV
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Lufthansa leads the way to Ukraine
with affordable prices.

Moscow
4

Kaliningrad

vilnius
Minsk

Berlin
Warsaw

M .Kyyiv

4

Prague

Katowice

^
Lviv^

'Service scheduled for 1994

Let us take you to the new and to the ancient Kyyiv.
Stroll down the Khreshchatyk or along the Dnipro
once again, visit the magnificent Cathedral of
St. Sophia. Travel to the Kyyevo-Pechersky State
History and Culture Reservation. Lufthansa offers
nonstop or direct service from twelve U.S. gateway
cities to Frankfurt or Munich, where you can make
convenient connections to Kyyiv. With Lufthansa,
you can depend on the highest standards of
service and surprisingly affordable prices, if you
are flying from New York or Newark, try our new
four-engine Airbus A340, the most advanced
commercial aircraft in the world.
For information and reservations, call Lufthansa
at 1-800-645-3880 or contact your travel agent.
Ask about our quality service to Kyyiv and to other
Eastern European destinations.

Lufthansa
Lufthansa, 680 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10019 One World Trade Center (Lobby), New York, NY 10048 1-800-645-3880
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Ukraine joins...
(Continued from page 1)
weapons and comes j u s t days after
Ukraine's Parliament approved a nuclear
disarmament package in Kyyiv on
February 3.
The Supreme Council has not yet
acceded to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, although Mr. Zlenko has said that
the Parliament will endorse the NPT "in
the nearest future."
He also said Ukraine would use the
partnership program to bring Ukraine's
armed forces up to standards enabling it
to eventually join the NATO alliance.
The partnership deal will include joint
training, exercises and defense planning,
but makes no promises regarding mem–
bership or security guarantees for Eastern
European states.
Originally, the Partnership for Peace
was offered as a link to NATO, and
thereby the West, for the new democra–
cies of Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union, including Russia.
However, as democracy suffered setbacks in Russia, the program is now
being portrayed additionally as a protec–
tive grouping against Russia if things go
wrong in Moscow.
inviting Russia to participate, while
simultaneously assuring Moscow's for–
mer satellites that the "partnership" is
their access to N A T O assistance if
Russia turns aggressive, is "the perfect
way to hedge this cosmic bet" about
Russia's future course, a senior U.S. offi–
cial recently told The Washington Post.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY І З , 1994

The Council of Advisors to t h e
Parliament of Ukraine recently reported
that Kyyiv's decision to join the expand–
ed N A T O program
underscores
Ukraine's intention to keep the O S mili–
tary alliance in check and prevent it from
becoming an instrument that could rein–
vigorate the former Soviet Union.
A national Gallup poll of 1,215 respon–
dents in Ukraine, published on January 19
in Kievski vedomosti (Kyyiv News),
showed that 51.4 percent of those polled
favored Ukraine joining NATO. Twenty
percent of the respondents were opposed
to Ukraine's membership in NATO and
26.9 percent remained indifferent.
The Gallup poll, compared to other
polls taken on security, shows that more
and more Ukrainians are beginning to
change their security orientation away
from Moscow and toward the West.

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.
157 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003-5765
Established 1920

SPECIAL A I R FARES T O UKRAINE
from S525.00 r o u n d trip
New YorkTKyyiv (noti stop)
New УогкДлІуУКууіу (via Prague)
For Restrvationf and information please call
^ 2 S 4 - 8 7 7 9 or 1-800-535-5S87 Fax: (212) 254-4005
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EU seeks ties... t
(Continued from page 1)
EU officials also said that it was pos–
sible that Ukraine's agreement could be
negotiated as early as March, possibly
allowing Kyyiv to get its deal in place
before Russia, Reuters reported on
February 7.
in a statement released that day, the
EU officials said that they were ready to
send observers to Ukraine's parliamen–
tary elections in late March and that rep–
resentatives of the commission and the
EU's current president would visit the
Ukrainian capital of Kyyiv.

UCC president...

H u t c h i n g s , t h e deputy director for
Eastern Europe. The Ukrainian Canadian
Congress officials were briefed on the
(Continued from page 8)
progress of Canada-Ukraine relations,
political conditions in Ukraine today, he
including Canada's assistance for the
expressed optimism that Ukraine, follow–
Ukrainian elections in March, t h e
ing its crucial parliamentary elections in
progress on the various bilateral agree–
March, would strive to develop its demo–
ments between the two countries and the
cratic processes and the infrastructure for
planned consultative meetings scheduled
a free market economy.
between t h e Ukrainian Canadian
Next on the agenda for the UCC presi–
Congress a n d t h e Foreign Affairs
dent was'to observe the lively question
Minister in February.
period in the House of Commons. While
From the Lester B. Pearson Building,
on Parliament Hill, Mr. Romaniw also
Mr. Romaniw and Dr. Cipywnyk went
took the opportunity to meet with Sen.
on to a luncheon meeting with the new
Raynell Andreychuk, the newly appoint–
Ukrainian ambassador to Canada, viktor
ed senator from Saskatoon, who is of
Batiouk, and First Secretary for Culture
Ukrainian descent. Ms. Andreychuk, a
and information Yevhen Polishchuk.
career diplomat, exhibited a deep underAmbassador Batiouk outlined the past
standing of Ukrainian Canadian issues
and present difficulties facing t h e
and expressed her personal commitment
Ukrainian nation. He also acknowledged
to raising and advocating Ukrainian con–
the significant support the Ukrainian
cerns in the Senate.
Canadian community has provided the
The following day, the Ukrainian young nation. Both the UCC and UCW
Canadian Congress delegation participat– presidents pledged their full support to
ed in a global security seminar led by the new Ukrainian ambassador and his
Gaetan Lavertu, the assistant deputy min– diplomatic corps in both Ottawa and
ister for the Political and international Toronto.
Security Affairs Branch at t h e Mr. R o m a n i w ' s brief visit to the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Canadian capital was also highlighted by
international Trade. The seminar, which a meeting with Sheila Finestone, the sec–
examined Canada's priorities for promot– retary of state for multiculturalism and
ing international security after the Cold the status of women. Ms. Finestone was
War, was attended by many foreign briefed on the Ukrainian Canadian intern–
diplomatic representatives, National ment issue and on the progress of the case
Defence and Foreign Affairs officials, with the federal government on several
and NGO officers, including Dr. Dmytro key multicultural concerns, including her–
Cipywnyk, president of the Ukrainian itage languages, and the appointments of
World Congress.
Ukrainian Canadians to federal boards
During the seminar proceedings, the and agencies, and on the future prospects
UCC president and the information for multiculturalism in Canada. Dr.
Bureau director were called up for a Cipywnyk, in his capacity as president of
planned meeting with senior policy plan– the Canadian Ethnocultural Council, also
ning officials at the Department of
attended the meeting with the minister.
Foreign Affairs, including Director
The UCC president's itinerary and
General Michael Bell of the Central meetings in Ottawa were organized by
Eastern Europe Bureau and David Mr. Hluchowecky.
To subscribe: Call The Ukrainian Weekly's Subscription Department at (201)
434-0237, or send S20 (S"!O if you are a member of the UNA) to The Ukrainian
Weekly, Subscription Department, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ 07302.
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KONTAKT, PREM1ERE UKRA1N1AN TELEviSlON
INVITES YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
TO JOIN THEM
FOR A 7 DAY BASH
ABOARD THE UKRA1N1AN CRU1SE L1NER

^GRUZIYA^
TOP UKRAINIAN ENTERTAINMENT

MARCH 19-26,1994
CHANCE т о WIN: UKRAINE TOURS,
DNIPRO CRUISES, TICKETS TO UKRAINE AND CARIBBEAN,
DRAWING EVERY NIGHT

PR1CES FROM S725"
' N O T 1NCLUD1NG А Ж FARE
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Cruise arrangements handled by Hamalia.
t
For information call: 1-800-HAMAL1A
wt"t"t't"t'H"t'fTttwt'tf'H'–
PORTS OF CALL:
TAMPA, FL, COZUMEL, BEL1ZE AND HONDURAS

HURYN MEMOR1ALS
For the finest in custom made memorials
teries in the New York Metropolitan area
in Hamptonburgh, N.Y., St. Andrew's in
N.J., Pine Bush in Kerhonkson and Glen
Spey.
We offer persona! service and guidance
bilingual representative call:

installed in all ceme–
including Holy Spirit
South Bound Brook5
Spey Cemetery, Glen
in your home. For a

HURYN MEMOR1ALS
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel. (914) 427-2684

27 LB FOOD PARCEL TO UKRAlNE
HAM
850 g
MACARONl
172 KlLO
FLOUR
5 "
RlCE
2 "
SUGAR
2 "
OlL
172 "
MARGARlNE
172 "
COFFEE
250 g
CHOCOLATE
100 g
BAK1NG POWDER 100 g
TEA
100g

$25.50
Free delivery in l. Frankivsk.,
Lviv, Ternopil. Call for other
areas.. Order by mailing
your address and that of
your relatives along with
checks Money Order to:
UKRAINE MARKETING CO.

PO Box 0553
YORKTOWN HTS, NY 0553
Tel: (914) 962-6843
21012 Royal Ann Rd, Bothell, WA 98021
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"1R1S provides expertise when need–
ed," Mr. Keefer said . "it's not like
we're going to go to Ukraine and say
(Continued from page 8)
'Here it is: a solution.'"
nomics experience, he said.
Mr. Keefer attributed the success of
"One is in the California State antithe
1R1S proposal to the educational
trust office and one is a University of
component
of the program, which was
Delaware economist," he said. "We
didn't want novices to give advice to pol– based on an existing program developed
icy leaders...We think we did a really by the University of Pittsburgh, the
good job of finding experts that are top- Center for Economic Research and
Graduate Education in Prague. "We
notch to get out to the N1S."
Robert Thorpe, an anti-trust attorney noticed that and saw it was a quite suc–
who currently directs field programs for cessful program and might be the actual
model we employ," he said.
1R1S, will lead the project.
Mr. Dwivedy, who chaired the selec–
in this initial phase of the program,
three economists will also go to Russia, tion committee, said that the university's
proposal,
along with "several others,"
two to Kazakhstan and two to either
Georgia or Armenia, in an effort to create was judged independently on a number
centers of education and assistance that of factors, including cost and feasibility.
According to Mr. Keefer, 1R1S offi–
students and legislators from surrounding
nations might also employ. This structure cials have worked on a similar program
in
Poland for at least two years, and are
is temporary, and may change once the
currently working on collateral law
program is in effect, said Mr. Dwivedy.
According to 1R1S and USA1D officials, reform and the development of a central
arrangements have yet to be made with the registry system.
Sen. Paul Sarbanes (D-Md.), who was
governments of the participating countries.
Policy-makers will have to ask for at the afternoon awards ceremony, said he
help in order for the plan to move ahead, was pleased that Maryland was involved
said Mr. Dwivedy, who added that he has in the initiative. "Ukraine is a very impor–
announced the program's availability in tant country to us, and we are supportive
Ukraine and the other nations involved.
of 1R1S involvement," he said.

^16 M contract...
СОЮЗІЄКА
SOYUZIVKA
ATTENTION

SK1ERS!

Come to "Soyuzivka" and enjoy our
warmth and hospitality
9

Overnight accomodations S50 standart; S60 Deluxe rooms
(including tips and taxes) Meals extra!

- Go CROSS COUNTRY7SKHNG at neighboring MlNNEWASKA STATE
PARK with 40 miles of groomed trails. Entrance fee: S50 per adult,
$4 per child. Ski rentals, on weekend only S18.
- Downhill skiing at BlG vANlLLA and HOUDAY MOUNTAlN,
approximately 30 minutes away from "Soyuzivka"
- HUNTER MTN. -h SKl WlNDHAM 90 minutes from "Soyuzivka"
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foordmore Road, Kerhonkson, New York 12446
914-626-5641

mjlb^ OKSANA INTERNATIONAL TRADE, INC.
^ШШгп
І Ш И т

A short...

1111 East Elizabeth Avenue, Linden NJ 07036

Л

Tel: (908) 925 0717 о Fax: (908) 925 3724

^on-Fri9-6PmtSat10-3Pm

PACKAGES то

UKRAlNE", R U S S l A K ^ ^ ^
BlELORUSSlA, POLAND, LlTHUANlA,
і J J ^ L A T V I A AND SLOVAKIA.
nBMf
^Hf
ІШВІЬ

By Boat, By Air-Plaine, By Super-Express",
By Ultra-Express4

І Free package Pick Гр available anyw here in Continental USA. Packages should weigh at least 40 pounds. 1
І if you have і package and wish to taче advantage of this service call our РІСК UP SERY1CE and tell us
І the weight ai d we will schedule pack age pick up: 1 800 965 -7262 (For packages to Ukraine A Slovakia)!

WE OFFER FOOD PACKAGES W1TH PRODUCTS FROM AMER1CAN STORES
Flour
Sugar
Rice
Macaroni
Canned Ham
Total Weight

25 Lb
20 Lb
20 Lb
5 Lb
2 Lb
75 Lb

5108.00
N

Luncheon Meat
Canned Sardines
Dry Milk
vegetable Oil
Canned Ham
Macaroni
Rice
Total Weight

4 Lb
3 Lb
2 Lb
lGal
3Lb
6 Lb
20 Lb
53 Lb

S 105.00
Flour
^
Sugar
Rice
Macaroni
Ham
Luncheon Meat
Corned Beef
Coffee
Tea
Total Weight

50 Lb
50 Lb
20 Lb
5 Lb
3Lb
5712 Oz
5A2 Oz
8 0z
100 pes
147 Lb

S 192.00

R

Flour
Sugar
Oil
Canned Ham
Corned Beef
Crisco
Macaroni
Tea
Coffee
Chocolate
Total weight

GIANT
25 Lb
25 Lb
lGal
7 Lb
4 Lb
6Lb
6Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
5Pcs
93 Lb

S164. 00
D
Luncheon Meat
Canned Sardines
Canned Ham
Corned Beef
Canned Peas
Hard Salami
Rice
Macaroni
Oil
Dry Milk
Coffee
Cocoa
Tea
Total Weight

12 Oz
lLb
lLb
12 oz
lLb
lLb
31b
51b
lQt
2 Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
10 Oz
24 Lb

Canned Ham
Hard Salami
Corned Beef
Chicken Sausages
Canned Sardines
Chicken Soup
Macaroni
vegetable Oil
Crisco
Canned Peas
Black Pepper
Rice
Mustard
Olives
Ketchup
Chicken Boulion
Dry Milk
Chocolate Syrup
Raisins
Coffee
Cocoa
Tea
Powdered Sugar
Peanut Butter
Bubble Gum
Danish Cookies
Total Weight

6 Lb
3 Lb
3Lb
1 Lb
3 Lb
12У24 p
5 Lb
lGal
6 Lb
4 Lb
lLb
20 Lb
1.5 Lb
lLb
2Lb
13 Oz
2 Lb
1.5 Lb
2 Lb
2.5 Lb
1 Lb
1 Lb
2 Lb
2.5 Lb
1 Lb
3 Lb
105 Lb

І248.00

Farina
Buckwheat
Rice
Sugar
Flour
vegetable Oil
Canned Meat
Crisco
Coffee
Tea
Total weight

100 Lb
50 Lb
20 Lb
25 Lb
25 Lb
lGal
7.5 Lb
6Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
250 Lb

S 280.00
Buckwheat
Hard Cheese
Rice
vegetable Oil
Canned Meat
Crisco
Coffee
Tea
Total Weight

jjmrtd

50 Lb
5 Lb
20 Lb
і Gal
7.5 Lb
6 Lb
08 Oz
08 Oz
108 Lb

5195.00

В
Danish Cookies
Peanut Butter
Chocolate Syrup
Powdered Sugar
Dry Cream
Raisins
Tea
І Coffee
Sunsweet Prunes
Bubble Gum
Total Weight

3Lb
2.5 Lb
L5Lb
2 Lb
2 Lb
2Lb
1.5 Lb
2.5 Lb
lLb
lLb
24 Lb

5 82.00
M
Luncheon Meat 7.5 Lb
Canned Sardines 3 L b
Canned Ham
3 Lb
Corned Beef
3 Lb
Chicken Sausages 1 Lb
Hard Salami
3 Lb
Chicken Soup
12724 pi
Mustard
1.5 Lb
Total Weight
32 Lb

S 99.00

W e A c c e p t All Major Credit Cards

5 88.00
To Order Call Toll Free: 1 800 9 6 5 - 7262

10 07o O F F F o r O k s a n a

ГРОГ All information Call: 1 908 925 - 0 7 1 7 ^ M e m b e r s h i p Cardholders!

(Continued from page 9)
means that the circle of flow of materi–
als-energy and equipment-goods is
closed to private entrepreneurs. Third,
bank credits in large amounts and at
interest rates well below inflation are
available to the state sector, while private
units face much higher interest rates.
Even at these rates they do not easily
obtain credits for investment or working
capital.
Of course, a swift path through these
dark woods is available to those in privi–
leged positions in the state sector who
wish to become capitalist entrepreneurs,
and can use their privileges and power to
overcome these barriers to private activi–
ty. This can indeed speed up the process
of privatization — as we see in Russia
— but then the society must accept this
unfair solution, which violates the moral
principle of fairness underlying the con–
cept of "equal conditions."
As things stand in practice, the begin–
ning of this race between private and
state activities is analogous to the "equal
opportunity" given to a bicycle and a
volga, to start at the same place, same
time, travel the same road, toward the
same goal.

INT'L CONSULTING FIRM SEEKS

Ukrainian-speaking professionals
for USAlD-funded Business
Development Project in Ukraine.
Require 10 4- years small business
or business association experience.
Send resume and salary history to
HL07Ukraine, P.O. Box 18895,
Washington, D.C. 20036
EE07F7M Employer.

UNA Br. 377
will hold an annual meeting
in St. Petersburg, Fl
on Sunday February 20th at noon
in the Church Hall
434 90th Ave.N. Plan 100
Anniversary events, election, etc.
John Gawaluch, Secretary
(813)791-4040
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Ukrainian crossword

Something to crow about!
A new self-study course

by Tamara Stadnychenko

Everyday Ukrainian
For the beginner — and those who want to brush up — this audio-cassette7
book course features practical Ukrainian useful for the business person or
traveler.
Developed by Dr. Zirka Derlycia, a teacher of Ukrainian for eighteen years,
most recently at Hunter College, New York, the course emphasizes the spoken
language and is the equivalent of two semesters of college Ukrainian. All
recordings are by native speakers.
П Everyday Ukrainian: 10 cassettes (10 hr.) and 342-page text, S195.
Also available:
П Ukraine: The Land and its People: 1 vHS cassette, S29.95.
П Bandura—Ukrainian instrumental Music: 1 cassette, Si0.95.
YOU MAY ORDER BY PHONE, FAX OR MA1L. Major credit cards
accepted. Full three-week money-back guarantee.
Call for a free copy of our56-page Whole World Language Catalog.
We offer 264 courses in 91 languages. Our 22nd year.

auDici'faRum
THE LANGUAGE SOURCE

Lesia Ukrainka
Across
1.
4.
8.
9.

Prophetess in LU s On the Ruins."
LU's husband (first name).
Ms. Pchilka.
Where the ailing LU spent much
of her time.
10. Location of 27 Down.
11. Unhappy.
14. Main character of 35 Across.
15. Canadian translator of LU's poems.
16. Masculine pronoun.
18. Scots hero LU wrote about.
19. "
Pisnia."
20. Country where LU wrote 35 Across.
22. German city.
25. Type of poem.
26. Distress signal.
28. Composer of opera based
on 19 Across.
31. "The
Host."
32. LU's maiden name.
33. His wife was the subject of LU's
"Forgotten Shadow."
34. What LU earned from her writing.
35. LU's 1910 dramatic poem about
Russification.

Newsbriefs...
(Continued from page 2)
to be taken up with an arbitration court. it
wants contracts signed with gas consumers
to be used as a legal mechanism to recover
the debt. (RFE7RL Daily Report)
NBU committed to reforms
KYYiv - T h e National Bank of
Ukraine has decided to gradually renew
the Ukrainian inter-Currency Exchange
Board (U1CE), which it suspended in
November 1993. The National Bank
issued a telegram on February 3, stating
its aim to develop the currency market in
Ukraine and fulfill the Parliament's reso–
lution to stabilize Ukraine's social and
economic situation. The U1CE is sched–
uled to begin trading the Belarus currency
(zaychik) on February 7 and the
Kazakhstan tenge on February 9. (Council
of Advisors to the Parliament of Ukraine)

^Room G249,96 Broad St., Guilford, CT 06437 1-800-243-1234. Fax (203) 453-977y

36. Unfinished LU novel.
Down
LU's illness.
L. Smiliansky's 1955 play about LU.
Month LU died.
LU's husband (last name).
4 Down by profession.
LU's father.
"Thoughts and
" 1896
volume of LU's poems.
8. LU's last poetic drama (1913).
12. Subject of 31 Across.
13. River in 20 Across:
16. LU's first published poem.
17. Ms. Pchilka to M. Drahomanov.
18. LU's 1896 prose drama.
20. 1902 volume of LU's poems.
21. Setting for LU's "Kassandra."
23. Setting of 35 Across.
24. LU's inspirers.
27. Health resort where LU died.
29. M. Drahomanov to LU.
30. in this place.
32. Family.
33. Not bright.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

fleet's ownership must be resolved taking
into account the opinion of the citizens of
the Crimea. (RFE7RL Daily Report)
Ukrainian-Lithuanian accord signed
viLNlUS–Ukrainian President Leonid
Kravchuk signed a treaty of friendship and
cooperation with his Lithuanian counterpart, Algirdas Brazauskas, in the Lithuanian
capital city on February 7. During the oneday visit, President Kravchuk noted both
countries want closer integration with
NATO through the Partnership for Peace
program and hoped that a Baltic-Black Sea
alliance would be formed.
An agreement on investment promo–
tion and protection was also signed by
Lithuania's Foreign Minister Povilas
Gylys and Ukrainian Minister on Foreign
Economic Relations Oleh Slepichev.
(Reuters, RFE7RL Daily Report)
Ukraine opposes Bosnian air strikes

BRUSSELS -Ukrainian Foreign
Crimean leader meets fleet commander Minister Anatoliy Zlenko told reporters
SEvASTOPlL -Eduard Baltin, the in Brussels on February 8 that his country
commander of the Black Sea Fleet, and the is "absolutely opposed" to air strikes on
newly elected president of the Crimea, Serb positions in Bosnia because it would
Yuriy Meshkov, met on February 7. endanger U.N. peace-keeping troops on
During the meeting, Mr. Meshkov said that the ground. "Peacekeeping forces would
the fleet was the guarantee of stability on immediately become hostages," said Mr.
the peninsula, reported both 1TAR-TASS Zlenko. Ukraine has 420 peacekeepers
and interfax. Mr. Meshkov also said that with the U.N. contengent stationed in
the Russian-Ukrainian dispute over the Sarajevo. (Reuters)

Uncover the ancient traditions and mysteries of
Ukraine. Stroll through Kiev to the restored
Cathedral of St. Sophia with its fabledfrescoesand
resplendent mosaics. Below the cupolas of the
Perchersk Monastery, descend to candle-lit
underground caves, then climb up the beautiful
bell tower. See the Shevchenko Monument, a
shrine to the 19th-century poet, writer and painter.
Meet the farmers, musicians and priests who keep
the Ukrainian spirit alive and the artisans who
practice the traditional crafts of intricate
embroidery and "pysanky," painted Easter eggs.
Taste the Ukrainian version of fast food —
piroshki! Discover medieval castles, the vacation
paradise of Crimea, undulatingfieldsand the
heartland city of Lviv - all in the unforgettable
Ukraine.
international video Network
"VIDEO VISITS" UKRAINE

55 Minutes

329.95 plus S3 shippingfchandling for each video ordered
TO ORDER: PLEASE SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
TELEPHONE: (604) 662-8668

GYRATRON DEv. LTD.
151 BAYVIEW

DR.

POlNT ROBERTS, WASH
USA 98281
Allow 2 - 3

weeks for delivery (

all orders.

ЦЙЙЕЧс
^
PACKAGE and FOOD Parcel Service
"
ZAKARPATSKA,
i
Y
A
N
O
F
R
A
N
K
i
v
S
K
A
ENGELMAN Grocery
RAHWAY Travel
Steven Musey
Вгоокіул, NY
Rahway, NJ
Milleville, NJ
LVIVSKA
and CHERNIVCY
OBLAST
718 436-9709

908 381-8800

A U T H O R I Z E D

AGENTS

609 825-7665
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS

Saturdays, February 12-April 2
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum is
holding an eight-session embroidery
course. The course will teach the rudiments
of embroidery as well as expand the skills
of those proficient in the craft. Students
start from the basic cross stitch and
advance to little known stitches and intri–
cate cut-work techniques. Students will
explore the history and evolution of styles,
techniques, colors, threads and fabrics used
traditionally in various regions of Ukraine.
Open to adults and children over 10 years
of age. The course will be held Saturdays,
1-3:30 p.m. Fee: adults - S55; seniors and
students over 16, S50; children 10-16, free;
members, 15 percent discount, instructor:
Lubow Wolynetz. To register, call (212)
228-0110.
Saturday, February 19
HUNTER, N.Y.: The annual Ukrainian
Sports Federation of U.S. and Canada
(USCAK) ski championships, organized by
the KLK Ukrainian Ski Club, will be held
at Hunter Mountain. To register racers and
participants, call Severin Palydowycz,
(201) 470-2360 (days), or, George Popel,
(908) 297-0786 (evenings, before 10 p.m.).
Official registration will be at the Hunter
Mountain Ski Lodge (KLK Table,
Colonel's Hall), 9-Ю a.m. Racing begins
at approximately 12:30 p.m. There will be
a dinner (family style), awards presenta–
tion, socializing and dancing at the Xenia
Motel, Route 23A, starting at 7 p.m. Price:
Si6; children, S8. Rooms are available, at
a discount, at Xenia by calling (518) 2634700; mention KLK. Cost of sporting
event: lift ticket, race, registration: S40;
lift ticket only, S35; race and registration
only: S10.

PHILADELPHIA: A "Ukie valentines
Party" will be held at Ulana's Club, 205
Bainbridge (one block south off South
Street), 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. There will be a free
buffet and surprivSe entertainment; no cover
charge. Come, meet, mix and mingle.
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Sunday, February 20
NEW YORK: The Shevchenko Scientific
Society invites the public to two lectures:
Liubow Holota, editor and poet, will speak
about the women's journal Pyata Pora;
Pavlo Movchan, poet, president of the
Prosvita Society and deputy to the Ukrainian
Parliament, will speak about Prosvita. The
presentations will be held at the society's
building, 63 Fourth Ave., at 3:30 p.m.
NEW YORK: The Chryzanta Gallery, 98
Second Ave. (between fifth and sixth
streets), will be opening a new exhibit of
paintings, graphics, ceramics, jewelry and
art for children by Ukrainian artists. The
exhibit opens at 1 p.m. Among featured
artists will be: Borzemsky, Holowchak–
Debarry, Hnizdovsky, Hutsaliuk, Edward,
George and Yarema Kozak, Olenska–
Petryshyn, Surmach-Mills, Bohdan and
Halyna Tytla, Wasiczko and Wyzhnycky.
Artists from Ukraine include Andrushchuk,
Andrushchenko, Barabash, Humeniuk,
Kostyrka, Krasnyk, Kruk, Mahinsky,
Marchuk, Patyk, Selsky, Skrypka and Trusz.
There will be ceramics by Gerulak and by
Lviv artists: Kordiaka, Lishchynsky, Lysnyk
and Porfeniuk as well as watercolors for
children by Kyyivan illustrator L.
Maksymchuk. Refreshments will be served.
For additional information, call (201) 7639124.
HARTFORD, Conn.: The Greater Hartford
Association for Aid to Ukraine invites the
community to its annual meeting which will
take place at the Ukrainian National Home,
961 Wethersfield Ave., at 2 p.m. The
keynote speaker will be Marta Kolomayets,
associate editor of The Ukrainian Weekly,
who spends much of her time in the Kyyiv
Press Bureau.
Friday, February 25
NEW YORK: The Harriman institute at
Columbia University will hold a "Town
Meeting" with Associate Director Alexander

starts at 6 p.m. Tickets: Si25 per person (tax
deductible); S60, students. For reservations,
call (416) 923-3318.

Motyl, noon-2 p.m., Room 1219, international
Affairs Building, 420 W. 118 St.
Saturdays: February 26, March 5 and 12
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum is
holding a three-session course in the art of
making gerdany (bead-strung necklaces)
which were traditionally worn with folk cos–
tumes in various regions of Ukraine. The
course is open to adults and children over 12
years of age. it will be held Saturdays, 13:30 p.m. Fee: adults, S30; seniors and stu–
dents over 16, S25; children 12-16, free;
members, 15 percent discount, instructors:
Tania Keis and Laryssa Zielyk. To register,
call (212) 228-0110.
Saturday, February 26
SPR1NG V A L L E Y , N.Y.: The Ukrainian
American veterans of Post 19 are sponsor–
ing a square dance to be held at The
Ukrainian Hall, 16 Twin Ave. 9-12 p.m.
Music will be by Foot and Fiddle Dance
Company. Donations: S10 per person.
Refreshments will be available. For tickets
or information, contact Commander Teddy
B. Dusanenko, (914) 634-5502.
Thursday, March 3
TORONTO: The Chair of Ukrainian
Studies at the University of Toronto is hold–
ing a lecture by Ms. Helena Duc'-Fajfer,
department of East Slavic philology,
Jagiellonian University, Krakow, on the
topic "Ukrainian Literature in Poland after
1945." The lecture, delivered in Ukrainian,
will be held at the Board Room,
Multicultural History Society of Ontario, 43
Queen's Park Crescent E., 4-6 p.m.
Saturday, March 5
TORONTO: St. viadimir institute, 620
Spadina Ave., will be celebrating its 30th
anniversary with a gala dinner7dance and
fund-raiser. Apart from gourmet food, the
event will feature celebrity guests, lavish
prizes and games of chance. The celebration

Wednesday, March 9
EDMONTON: The Peter Jacyk Center for
Ukrainian Historical Research at the
Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies,
University of Alberta, is holding a lecture by
Dr. Frances Swyripa, department of history,
University of Alberta; director, Ukrainian
Canadian Program, C1US, on the topic
"Church and Court Records from the Lviv
Archives as a Source for Ukrainian Gender
Relations." The lecture will be held at 3:30
p.m. in the C1US seminar room, 352
Athabasca Hall, University of Alberta.
NOTICE
NORTHAMPTON, Pa.: The Kazka
Ukrainian Folk Ensemble of northeastern
Pennsylvania is holding auditions for experi–
enced dancers, age 21 and over. Rehearsals
are held Thursday evenings, 6:30 p.m., at St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Club. For further informa–
tion, call Paula Duda-Luciw, (610) 262-0807.
MlNERSviLLE,
Pa.: The 50th
Anniversary Committee of St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic School is seeking infor–
mation regarding the history of the school
and its graduates. Please contact St.
Nicholas Rectory, 415 Front St.,
Minersville, Pa. 17954; (telephone): (717)
544-4581, or, St. Nicholas School, (717)
544-2800.
CORRECTlON:
Due to a technical error, the conference
"Ukrainians in Chicago and illinois: Past
and Present," sponsored by the
Encyclopedia of the Ukrainian Diaspora
with the Shevchenko Scientific Society,
Chicago Branch, the Ukrainian National
Museum and the Center of Ukrainian and
Religious Studies as co-sponsoring organi–
zations, was inadvertently listed twice under
two different dates. The correct date for the
event, to be held at the Ukrainian Cultural
Center, 2247 W. Chicago Ave., 10 a.m.– 5
p.m., is Saturday, February 19.
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Air Ukraine

Position Available
INTERNAL AUDITOR
Self Reliance (N.Y.) Federal Fredit Union New York
seeks to fill a position of internal Auditor at its New York office.

Non-Stop Service
New York to Kyyiv
Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays

Requirements: Bachelor Degree in Accounting and prior experience in
handling audits. Bilingual Englishyilkrainian, Salary commensurate with
experience. Excellent benefits.
Mail resume to: Supervisory Committee
c7o Self Reliance (N.Y.) Federal Credit Union
108 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
Attn: J.O.
Fax resume to:

(212)473-3251

For reservations and information please call

i(8oo)-UKRAINE
or
Call your Travel Agent

AUA
(212)

visa Service

557-4044

Air Ukraine ' 551 5th Avenue.

WOK Guaranteed

- Suite 1010 ' New York, N. Y. 10176

The ultimate gift for your relatives in UKRA1NE

Tractors and
small farming
" equipment
For
A newer, easier
product information,
better way
call Toll Free: j -800-354-3136

SEPCORP international,

inc.

25 Mountain Pass Road, Hopeweil Junction, NY 12533 USA

